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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1888.—SIX PAGES.

81.00 A YEAR.

VOLUME XVIII. NO 43.

W.C. T. U. DEPARTMENT.
A VALUABLE ROAD.
WORK-HOUSE ASSURED.
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THE DISTANT ECHO!

From the abyss into which our prices have fallen is sweet music to the
buyer's eir,and means that there are many bargains to be had if
the people will come and get them.

Sweet-MusictortheEconomical

tr

.

0

se

Samples cheerfully furnished. We invite comparison, as we know
our prices cannot be matched.

'BASSETT & Co.,
'Wreckers of High Prices.

FIOPKINSVILLE, KY.

O.

1110 F11111'' I I MO1'0111111S' N3110111i B1111,
Authorized Capital. $500,000.

Paid Up Capital, $100,000.

All Business Proniptl- and Carefully Executed. nlic,I6t (17:irtetll 75"1.;bell"aeliPePY:A1"59:til'iffit
The Closet Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests.

JOHN W. FAXON, Cash'r

• A

WORD TO THE WISES
lEIMAILID IT!

PYE& WALTON
Spring Clothing,
Have received a large lot of

Which they have placed on sale at their store.

We are showing

styles that can not be duplicated inHopkinsville. We .re offering bargains that can not be matched. Our assortment is composed of selecLions from the cream of the very best makes,and on several ws have
the exclusive control. Vire have an elegant line of Browning, King &

\e.al

SPRING SAMPLES,

Which we make suits to order, guarantee a flt or no sale. We also
have an elegantline of

Spring and Summer Furnishing Goods red.

PYE &I WALTON,

O

HOPKINSVILLE KY.
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hoteliers
Enid
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Would
a
marriage
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to
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25
solemnized
on
elecdence of his son, Thoutas Baker, in the
Medium to good butchers
. a 00 to 3 75
spondingly high. Crude oil may be It le a combination of • two-weeks-old tion
J. D. ClardY,
day be legal? We think it would; neighborhood of Newatead, •botit
corpse in the river In mid-summer, or
I'Immo° to medium butt-hers 2 Leto 3 2.5
We have an order to buy 75,1100 pounds
ve
skimmed from the waters of a spring the cross section of the morgue
rough
Thin,
poor
ideers,
cowl+
and
on a busy but there are eminent journale who seem o'clock Wednesday night. Ills burial of wool and will pay the highest market
nor,a
analawags
25
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1
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flay
All persoue hating drel In the liri.tian
; a concentration of cold shiver, to think
Ansi at band and the odor of petroleum
11m/et
butchers
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to
hoice
to
5
packinit•nd
75
not. X note eetectited on Sun- took place Thursday at Baker's Gap, his price cash for all grades delivered at
C mnty .1sriculliiral and Merbanwia 5•••••• 1,00
2 air to good butrhers ...
..
5
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to
5
30
Ito.tie well and-earth that comes out night-mare and delirium tretnena.
The
F:neat
•rol Largest Hotel Ea the City.
lion, 011" haying elaini• -gain-11 ...toe, are beret.,
Light medium butcher, . .
3 to to 5 25
It is useless to attempt to argue with day does not always hold, but we main- old home, near Cerulean Springs. lie Wheeler, Mills & Co'ti. warehouse. We
a anted t I e
ye.' Ovate. of sl. I k sod
alb the ab wooed for quite a distance. this
Shoats,
H
50
to
I
00
tain
that
t
heir
a
wedding, like a woman, is was the father of R. A. Baker, who furnish sacks free, send in and get a Sheep aud Lamba, lair to
clatfila, properly verified. a ith me at Ili)
lax°, brainless tramp, so we dismiss
Rates 112.b0 t• 111.00 Per Day.
good
°Mee in llopkineville. Ey ,on or l•fore Ove 1st'
sie; .
the dirty thiug.
slopping
always in order.
•coording to ROOMS
. 4 60 to 5 00
supplt.
J. F. Cionnoe ct Co.
day of May,118S.
1.
k N ETT,
laWly died in this city.
Common to medium
. 3 50 to 4 25
.
Master lona r. Turkish and Russian Baths in Hotel.
.00
000
;/.5
••
frost, Thursday night? We want to try
our new !piffling gun.

••

tide issue by
carefully read
and coLeidered. In the last issue the
Saw Efts, printed a long article on this
road, which is down on the eharter as
the "Misitippi Valley & ( timberland
(Sap," and which haa as It terminus
Columbus instead of Cairo. But this
is a matter of minor importaece. The
road Is &Weedier much attention from
the outside, and its value le being vonsidered by capitalists. If this matter were
taken up by our citizens, and the inducements In the way of freight, passenger traffic, etc., placed before the
proper parties it is very likely indeed
that It would do [Illicit to hurry them up.
When it is eonaidered that the receipts
at the
& N. °Mee in this city aggregate en average of $1 000 per tits. the
year round, then one 4:ati readily gee
that Hopkinsville offers considereble
inducement. Again, !1 one considers
the great coal fields
ing right at mar
doors, and that at some seatema of the
year for weeks at a time long trains of
coal cars are running through our city
every ten or &teen miuutee, it can easily
be even that there is something tiere to
fight tor. Here is an opportunity for
the Commercial Club to do gtod work.
Let it appoint a committee to gather
statistice relating to the exports and imports of our city, of the amount of business we do, calculate the increase that
this road would bring, and send it to
those at the heath of the scheme.
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Children Cry
FOR PITCHER'S

astoria

Ii1111uAlooriliN Coto to SO! ,

Sale of Real Estate
the Payment of—

CityTaxes!
For the Year 1887.

They Do Better Work. Are the Lightest Draft. and Last Longer.
t4

Farmers Call and See Our Samples

W. B. & C. T. MASON:
1...se.soss.

JMITTMDMIRJ!..
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn-

=

ENSBORO JOCKEY Mill

o SUMMER MEETING, 1888---Jalle 13, 14,15, 16.
1=101E1.4304311-1:t ALYANISALE a

MARKIET REPORTS.

91

ist•

For Rent. F. W.CLARKE.Sec'y

CEO. V.tRIPLETT.
Owensboro, Ky.
President.
Dwelling house with The Rockport. Indiana, JOCKEY CLUB will Hold its Summer
4 rooms on the WestMeeting 1888,,on June
and 2:;.
side of Jesup avenue,
with all necessary outbuildings, lot 80x208.
Building all new. Will
sell at a bargain as the
owner wants to leave
the city.

We will rent or sell a
brick dwelling on Elm
street, large lot
•
35 acres of splendid
farming land just out
of the city for rent.

4-- "'
iv" On the Cox's Mill road,
.,„„. near city limits, dwellvt
: 1;; ing with 7 acres ot land.
Cottage, 3 rooms on
Princeton street, price,
8.50 Der month.

1 Store-room on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
Cottage
on South
Campbell st. Price, $15
per month.

For
Sale.
A frame

TOBIN ;4 CO.,
Merchant Tailors.
Opera Building, No. 108.
A large and elegant line of tine

SPRINC SUITINCS

are now in stock
styles.

Call early and see the new

cottage on
Elm St., with 4 rooms.
WHEELER, MILLS & CO..
Large lot. Rented for
this year at $10 per NMI) iihrchollsEmon, Conithislion Merchants and
month.
At
Commissioner's Sale.

rar

Grain Balers,

-

Commissioner's Sale.

Cats& Co.
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Wendt gortwinge.

WEAK NERVES

r•PflrileiLlear 00111TOV ND to a 5;,-rt-n Toole
whack never tails. Containing (Mary maill
woodevful nerve stimulants. It
•,
(looklhoes
y Mire* all nerose theerders
oprM

II

1

tletivent minfi:ta hthit:
Pistee's i Crxr eildat
c.w.o. Rheumatism. and restores the hlooduiakans orioles to., healthy condition it.
the true remedy for Elieumaussu_

1

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS
restore.

-smear Coneorsn q auckly
Palsies(
Thu.
the liver and kidneys to pertect histitta.nerve
curative power, .inibined with at.
all
for
renesly
best
the
it
makes
tomes,
kidney complaints_

DYSPEPSIA

d

I

Diaz, it Cuban miseionary, preached
at the Baptist church Friday night.

Panel. .11 etLille COIIPOCWD strenorthens the
stomach, and quiets the serves al the item.
ti.. omens. Thi• Is why at cures even the
worse cuss of Drspepaia

CONSTIPATION

Panties Curer Onettsforwto Li not a cathartic. It ass latat.ve. ravine easy mid maul*
setkni to the no,is Is ru lam,surely follows its use
by professiozol and bus:nem
Prostration, Nervous Headache, Recominendssi
men Bend for hook.
--- Neuralgia, Nervous Wealiness, Stomach
Sold by Druggists
01.00.
rice
.
:
and Liver Diseases. Rheumatism, Dy•papma,aml all arTectIons of the Kidneys. WELLS,RICHARDSON &CO. Prop's
BURLINGTON. VT.

tnta Nervous

The risvenabore amateur opera company has tiecidett not to come to Hopkineville.
There is some talk among the young
p. ople of ergeeiziee a fishing party for
next Pride).
Mr. R. W. Henry mei S. Walton Forgy have Comte(' a partnership and the
ets le of the den is itow Henry it Forgy.
Toriau was II lel te.00 an I
coats before Judge Winfree Wedneetlay
for assaulting hla brother Jack Turian.
Mr. C. P. Nolen has begun the foundation for the erection oh a fine two story brick business house on the ate of
his old stand.

Evevything Is In readiness to com-mence bot hag for gas. The machinery is on the ground and erected ready
to siek the wells. A 'scaffold sixty fous
feet high is surmounted by a huge
pulley trout te heel bangs the imtnense
drill, weighing fifteen hundred pounds
and eapable of sinking a well of eight
Indus. The etroke et this huge rod of
iron may tw regulated from one to titres
feet as the occasion may require. 'law
work is tinder the management of Mr.
Wilhelm, who is RH expert at the Mini
nest', linelitg had much experienee in
Pentetylvenia. A NICW ERA reporter
asked Mr. Wilhelm what he thought of
the prospects, lie replied that he
thought 1rous the surface noileatione
that the prospects were exeetelingls
fluttering, lie had frequently bored
successfully where tile indications were
apparently not so favorable. Petroleum
in a crude form may be seen oteing
from the rocks around the machine.

"Uncle Kit" Banks (Colored).

FULL OF

.S.L.

Here is it simple tribute to one of the
[sett men that ever livid anti died in this
vicinity, by one who loved him living,
and revers him dead.
"Uncle Kit," as we all called him,
was a gentleman of the truest type. Ilia
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
politeness anti artlessness were truly arrangements for all the Monthly and guarterlyls
Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot•
in
grerefue He was always well timed
tery i'oinpaur, anal in person manage anal conhit (11A1111er, never overdoing the mat- trol the Draw nits theme.'v es,anal that the same
are
with honesty, fairness, and in
ter. He taltilbill•Ni Its Wally virtues goodconducted
faith toward all parties, and we authorise
with SS few faults as any Mall I have the Company to use this certificate, with fansimiles of our signature,' attached, in its adverever known. Indeed If I were asked tisements."
to mention hin faults I should be at
great loss to note even one. This may
appear extravagatit lapwings,and yet It
Is pure truth.
He was up to the mark lit his Christian character. in an intimate ate
quaintance and association with him,
e•tramatissirosern.
this writer never saw Iran wanting in a
strong faith in God and the joy of RetWe the undersigned Ranks and Bankers will
drawn in the Louisiana State
ention. He was humble without ob- pay all Primes
Lotteries which may be presented at our counsequiousness; grave without sternness; ters
R.
cheerful without frivolity; and his reWALMSLEI.
Pres, Louisiana Nati•nal Bank;
liglotto experience was positive and innP.
LANAUX,
pree.rtive without being pretentious.
Pres. State National Hank.
Flierefore rounding hitn up, we may
A. VIALDD IN,
say; -He was a good man and full of Pres. New Orlean• National Hank.
CARL
KOHN,
the Holy (Shoot," not giving oftense in
Prw. Union NaSional Hank.
anything.
lie wits a laborious man. Full of enIINPRECF.DIFENTED ATTRACTIONj
ergy, he could not sit down and be idle. U over half a Million Distributed!
His habits; of work were so thoroughly
settled that his constant labor was rath- LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
er eatural than the result of a persist- Incorporated re DAS for 25 rears tiv the Legieently exercised will-force. Whoever lature for Educational anal Charitable purposes
with &capital of 111,000,000-to which a reserve
saw "Uncle Kit" unemployed, or tri- fund of over $5150,000 ties since been added.
By
overwhelming popular vote its franflingly- employed when it would have chise an
was wade a part of the present State Constitution
adopted December Id, A D.1579.
been a virtue to have been at work ?
The only Lottery ever toted oh and endorsed
reed did not make him to be a fixed
by the people of may State.
star in the firmanent of his kingdom.
/t never scales or postpones.
Motion was a law of his being and he
Its Grand Single Number Draw.
ever moved to the glory of his Redeem- ing• take place monthly, and the grand Quarterly Drawings regularly every three months
er I have seen him out and at work (Mandl,
June Scptemlier and December)
when lie was an object of sympathy, on
A Splendid opportunity to wia
account rates feeblentsa and infirmities. fertusse. Fifth i.ranil Drawing. class g
an the Academy of Music. New Orleans, 1 tugsAnd this not once but often.
day May II, 181513-210th Monthly Drawing
He had ir. him a set of working principles and lie worked by them, just as
the artisan does by the laws of mechanare Ten Dii:fra fnly.
ics. These principles were not to be gar•Notire-lickets
Halter $5 Fifths, 41. Tenth 111.
taken on and laid off at the caprice of
'
LIST OF FKIZ/S.
circumstances; but they were part oh
I Capital Prize of $150,000 i
21'0,000
of 50,000 !.
"
50.000
1 Grand
the man himself, in truth, woven in the
" of 20,0001 ..
"
26.000
1
wot f of his make-up. lie was, there20.000
1 Large Prizes of 10,
-,....
..
4
10,000
of
fore, sterling coin current everywhere
20,000
20 Prizes of
I
"
50
WS
23,000
in th 3 community. I would have
110
of
.
S0,000
trusted his word and trusted him to arty
200 "
. 200
40,000
ioo
"
50.0110
500
extent he livered. He was just the
100
A
Prizes
of
pprJximation
$50000
$810
kind of malt to repose confidence in to 130
do
do
20.000
105
In
100
10,000
the tatzioat-genuine, without any show 100
.. do
' do
1000 Terminal
50
50,000
of t4 plausible in affection. Ile neve•
8533,000
promised that be aid not perform. Ile 1,179 Prizes, amouiling to ...
Application for rates to clubs should be
never betrayed a trust. If any man only to the otlice of the Company in Newmade
Orwill say lie did, let hint rise and speak leans.
For frrther/Information write clearly giving
The idea of a scandal obscuring, in full address. Postal Notes, Express Money Orthe least, the life of "Uncle Kit" Banks ders,or New,York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express at our expense, adis ridiculous. As well talk of the dresseal
M. A. DAUPHIN,
smoke from an explosion in a rock
New Orleans, La.,
quarry blotting the broad disc of the sun.
lie was one of the salt of the earth. or MA. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.C
And one oh the largest luume of gracious
malt that Hopkinsville ever had haa
Address Registered Letters to
NEW ORLEANS :NATIONAL BANK,
melted from our eight, but the Saviour
New Orleans, La.
lingers among tie paid will abide, "Ile
guseuserreartofi
being dead yet apeaketh."
The writer of these lines begs to say and Early, who are in charge of the drawrogs,
as a guarantee of abeolute fairness, and integrity.
that he was an humble, sincere, tisep that the chances are all equal. and that no one
possibly divine w hat numbers will draw a
Tharadey
that
on
funeral
mourner at
Prize.
REMEMBER that the payment of Prizes
ettertioon but the gloom of funeral trapRV FOUR NAas GUARANTEED
pings ems shot with beams of ftelestial TIONAL RANKS of New Orleans, and the
the President of an inby
Tickets
signed
are
light. We all loved "Uncle Kit" ten- stitution, whose chartere•I rights are recognizderly and truly and we mourn hint sad- ed in the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
any imitations or anonymous schemes.
ly, still rejoicing that the long life oh
ninety years is merged info eternal life.
Our of the happieat anticipations 1
have now 18 that of one day grasping
the pld trustee hand In our Father's
botew. Blessed oler emus! Farewell:
bkL
Nit
Ali
we shall see thee again where there are
no lintitatione pity upon our tellowship.
IlLts
where the dimmers of age and the cloud,
of farrow :levet; come. For the glean.
PEk
.1. W. Lewes.
of ettenityes gun.
April 5th, 1t4S3.

CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.

FUN.

-"The coat smells a little musty,
Isaaeetein," said the customer, throwing it down. ••I no schmell dot trifle
musty," argued Mr. Isaacstein, earnestly, eund my nose vas twice so big as
yours."-Pacetiotia Exchange.
-Let the weather alone if you want
It to let you alone. The hottest man
in the town is the one who goes about
with a fan asking every body if it is hot
enough, and appearing to have charge
of the weather.-N. 0. Picayune.
-It has been asked why a city is
called a "she." The answer seems an
easy one.
There is always more or
less bustle about a city. Besides a city
has outskirts, and a he could not under any circraustanees have skirts of
any kind.
-The following notice was seen last
summer near a colored inaas melon
patch down in Kentucky:
"Millions for sale,

REV R. L. McELREZ.

both water and mush.'
The subject of this sketch was
A Henderson paper states that ar•44+++"1"f"i'mt
:
•
'i`14÷4'
-Harper at Bazar.
• oiler he man who went. service
three
4.4.+
roiii
for
born
in Washington, Penn. In
1
44
conatinunated
Sie has tom•sies1
14+441
,
keep
mest
been
will
l is+Ri
t
that
have
garment
rangements
(not sty!,) a
There's no dettylog that Hopkinsville
to *vs &Wars an • Rublwr •al. sod
- "You risked me to bring you a little
Sty ea the hardest storm. It is
the Ohio Valley on to has the greatest town clock in existence.
1851
BRAND
entered Washington Colof
he
extension
al lib Ant balf hour s experience an
FISH
the
TOWER'S
called
pin money," said a young husband to
a stone ands to Ins sorrow that it la
"SLICKER,'a a.sm• familiar to every
badly a beta: protection than a mosthe extreme south.
legs
time
and
graduated in 1856 from
the
tell
)o.lI met liar lasd. With them
Tao
reenetintep
it
does
f'ow
his
only
••Yes,
wife.
dear,"
Not
said
lady
the
chagrtned
QOM usellang, sot only feels
-1 ii W,nd and Waterproof
etc •i
at esiag so badly taken is, hut luso
Pasta Brand SI er."Well, to save you the that institution. Believing that
expectantly.
Coat I."
'elle foundation of the brick store house of day but on the slightest provocation
/mils HU lies not mot esscily lake
r. Hymn stneek•aper
-.•
and :
fatigue of going out in this hot weather his
Ash kw shs•rem BRAND ^ Suture
rumori• St., Boston.
to be erected ty Henry Drexel on Sixth it will toll AP if for a funeral. The fact
duty called him to preach the
awe witsew nu CUM Basso. mend for doseriptive mutate,.
I have brought you some pins instead."
street is being laid sett the work will be that there its no funeral on niskea not
gospel, in the fall of 1856 he enterSIM
Y.
-N.
the alighteet difference, it will toll all
pushed to rapid cempletion.
ed the theological department of
-A stern old orthodox clergyman,
the same, just to remelt' its that there
BryHenry
Cumberland University, located at
The Tobacco-Leaf says
when
passing
a
fashionable
church
on
ought to be. Then for fear some one
a
which
new
ant, of Gracey, who was seriously Ill
spire
was
being erected. Lebanon, Tenn., and finished his
has (Rigged count, when it strikes the
was asked how much higher he thought theological course in 1858 and was
front ery eipelaa t.iiiised from a wound
hour, it will repeat some ten or a doZen
It was going to be. "Not much high- at once called to take charge of the
made by a lick on the head w Ithi a banjo,
times. It has Rettistinies been known to
er," he said; -they don't own very far Cumberland Presbyterian Church;
is 'repro% hig.
be exactly correct, too, as to the hour,
in that dit•eetion!"--.Y. I Ledger.
at Fayetteville, Lincoln county,
The Kentucky Chautauqua Areetnbly and w lien it is gleefully announces It
,Ikalmina. where do the cows get
-elk'
Tenn.
26
June
will meet at Lexington, Ky.,
by frequent and repeated arsertioqa of
the ra i •?" asked Willie, looking up
In 1858 he married the daughter
Rev. T. DeWitt Tal- the fact. I will also ring a fire alarm;
lees.
6,
July
to
from t;e foaming pan of milk which he
-One of the largest and meet elegant edifice* in the city,
of Rea'. A. G. Smith, and was emmage and many others of note will ad- if there doesn't happen to be a fire, why
had been intently regarding. "Where
ployed by the Board of Missions to
dreas the assemblage at different times. it eoneoles itself with the knowledge
doeyou get your tears?" was the an take
charge of the Mission Church
steer. After a thoughtful silence he
The recent rains and sunny weather that the boys needed a little exercise
at Paducah, Ky., where he was laagain
broke
ent:
and
"Mamma,
do
milky
the
gets
it
the
Sometimes
for
changed
anyway.
have very materially
cows have to bt spankee?"- Western boring at the outbreak of the civil
better the prospects of the wheat crop. refuses to strike at all; then we know
war.
Aerie's/tuns/.
product of Chris- at once somebody has had the impuA circumstance, trivial in itself,
years id the leading drug trade Is Title Is the principal
''
H. B (lamer, of me old firm of Gish & Garner, who for many
me,
to
said
-"'Pears
Uncle
He
house.
Pete,
Is now sole proprietor of the new
deficiency would dence to assert within its hearing that
Western Kentucky, haying purchased Dr. Gish's interest,
has
made tis name famous in nearfirm for fali tian county awl a
old
the
of
reputation
high
the
possible,
at
iDeresita0,
as
to
ability
leaned
'
he
Ito
his
and
against the cornwin use all his experience
it wasn't half as good as his Waterbury.
certainly be felt by our farmers.
dealing, competed:S. and rellsbnity. by keeping
crib and extracted a pebble from his ly every househeld in America.
0 'Lit a great clock, we have!
In visiting the family of one of
shoe; "pears to me like dar' was
The master commissioner warns those
his
parishoners, his attention was
some
of
kind
Christian
all
in
metelecomposishum
having dahlia against the
A Correction.
dis talk about babies cutter' teof. De directed to a singular variety of
Mechanical
Kra:
New
lied
Editor
Agricultural
County
way l'se cum to look at it, hit's de tech herbs in their possession, and he
stock in same to
An article appeared in the Cadiz Tele
at the lowest prices. Drugs. Paints anc Association or owning
And mock of the nest quality in all departments of the trade,
cutlet'
the baby. Iseas'wise, dat's de made inquiries regarding them.
PAINTS. Patent Medicines
Das °revery tied, Including SHERWIN& WILLIAMS' CELEBRATED
tile their claims and certificates of stock phone of April 5te that contains s numway hit looks in de case of culled He was told that many years ago,
the best and moat popular In stock.
of erroneous statements, made without
at his offise on or before May 1st.
during the early settlement of Tenchil'en."-Exchange.
unintentional lyeliat are calculated
doubt
before
brought
was
-The editor of the London Post nessee. a kinsman of this family,
E. C. Snodgrass
to do thia city great lejustice. 'the arwears lilac kid gloves through every emigrating from North Carolina,
the county judge Saturday and admakes the statement
question
in
ticle
to which he is invited. He is pitched his camp for a night in the
dinner
Holidal
the
and
to
Novelties
carried
Bric-a-Brac.
was
He
judged a lunatic.
Manufactured to order In any quantity. A sure and safe remedy.
Hopkinavele has lose much of her
rather tony, but for genuine three-ply, Cherokee Nation's reservation in
deeds•Opaetalty.
Hopkinsville asylum by the sheriff. He that
tobacco trade, which lima gone to Clarkseighteen-carat style. t he English people North Georgia, near an Indian vilhad been before the court once previousare referred to the Dakota editor, who lage.
ville, and that the principal reason for
ly, but was discharged.-Muhlenberg
In his family was a girl about
wears a six-shooter, a bowie knife and
la that the Clarksville batikera favor
Oda
Echo.
no necktie through every dinner to fifteen years old, just passing to
only
at
['retry
lending
by
patrons
their
At any hour of the Day or Night by
The county attorney had warren ts
which lie is invited-as well as to some womanhood. During the evening
el per cent. Interest, notes due one day
21.&r. C. IC. W-7-I.6-2". littlfite Pli1ile3E4
Issued for Jno. Goodrich and Ed Bradto which he is not Invited.-Norris- this girl was attacked by violent
date, while Hopkinsville banks
after
town Herald.
ahaw, the hesoeti of the mule tail duel
pains, which threw her into spasms.
charge 10 per cent. Interest, and require
parties, however, were confined
-The editor of the Carson Lariat An old Indian squaw witnessed it,
Sueeessolts1 Gish&Garner Both
month's of it in advance.
three
remarks in a striking editorial para- and, without a word, went to her
to bed from injuries received in the afThese attempt:its are erroneous, anti
graph: "If Tod Bunker don't keep wigwam, selected some herbs from
fair of "hone'!' and the officer did not
especially
farmtes
mislead
to
calculated
J. K. GANT,Salesman.
his sow and shoats from under our her store, prepared a decoction, and
NAT GAITHER, Manager
bring them in.
It is but due Hopkinsville to say the has
office he is going to lose sonic pork." administered it to the suffering girl.
cotnissionAttention it directed to the
held her ()en as• tobacco rcarket, and
In the midst of profound speculations in five minutes the pain was ener'a salts in this issue. The property favors her II tends sewed to no other
-PROPRIETORSon European affairs and the probable tirely relieved.
well
be
will
to be sold Is valuable and it
city. The Clsrksville batik. thrirge 10
hereafter of the heathen, how refreshThe grateful mother of the girl
ELI'43
'
for those wielting to purchase to look per cent interest, on money lent, three
ing is such a breezy, commonplace, begged of the squaw a small quanground
K.
into the matter. The old fair
Tobacco and Wheat Commission Nerrhassts„ Hopkin•ville,
homelike editorial utterance as this.- tity of the herbs. Afterward, when
months in advance, just the same as
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covered witn wales, an I was an awful streets- new depot so far.
my skin is a nice and clear
el bib- hold
Wi.
Miss Carrie Winfree left Friday on a
Y.
FM. Ci
as a baby's
Sept. 21, Pert
Farmers Bring in Your Work and Feb 7, lieel —Not a trace whatsoever of the visit to her sister. Mrs. P. H. Cunningdiaesie from which I suffered has shown itself ham, of Henderson, Ky.
Rave it Ready for
GEO. S. OTEY
since an cure.
Miss Annie Wartleid, who has been
Spring Use.
confined to her room with a severe atWe cannot do justice to the esteem in which
Cel'll Si. the great Skin S. tire, and CrriCt'at tack of measles, is now about well again.
So•r. an • xquisite cam It- :wieldier, prepared
Rev. W. L. Casky spent several days
from it, and CrTiCIIst MISOLV NT, the new
Blood Purider, are held by the hmeands upon with Anderson Presbytery during its
thousands weenie lives hate been made hap y
last
by the cure of apronizicg. humiliating. itching, during its meeting at Dawson
seal) and pimply diaconate of the akin, and 1.M
.week.
with loss of hair
Dr. Forgy epent Thursday and Friday
Sell everywhere. Price, C uric it a. 50c.: visiting his patents In South Christian.
by
the
Prepared
Soap, 25...: litasetvsee. $1.
I have secured the services of H. F. POTTIER List mm SSD t HEIM'AL CO , 11,ston, Verily the good doctor's vieite to the
MeCs me, of the late firm of McCamy, Mara.
gar- Send for "How to Cure Skin Diseaae," old folks show him to be a detiftil sem.
13onte & Co., in the Bleckstuithing De- 64 pag.si, 50 illustrations, and 100 teelimontals
Mrs. W. J. Chilies, nee Miss Merle
partment.
black• head-, red, rough. (-beeped Radford, of Trenton, came home yesterNI
. MK
oily skin prevented by Curicra•SoAr day on a visit to her parents.
There is probably more tobneco shipped
from this polet to Clarksville this
Weakness,
Chest, Pains. Soreness,
Hacking Cough. Asthma. Pleurisy season than for many years past. The
la
mit inetmmation Teller 4
woe soinsese my the Castles's-a farmers of North Christian have a fondAntleral• Plaster. Nothing like it for ness for Clarksville markets.
Weak Lungs.
OLD HaNNE88EY.
w
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C. W. DUCKER,

kap Munfictuni
Same cna stand.

%aging a Special

111 ?coats to be Divided.

Prices Lower Than Ever.

P

GUS YOUNG,

I CAN'F BREATHE.

.11,000 WORTH OF SCENERY

HARDWARE!For Rent.
GUNS!

Dwelling house with
4 rooms on the Westside of Jesup avenue,
with all necessary outbuildings, lot 80x206.
Building all new. Will
sell at a bargain as the
owner wants to leave
the city.

AND CUTLERY!

We will rent or sell a
brick dwelling on Elm
street, large lot.

Piga Milli Tociel,
Hunting Outfits!

35 acres of splendid
farming land just out
of the city for rent.

Iron, Wagon Timbers,

On the Cox's Mill road,
near city limits, dwelling with 7 acres of Ian d

HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND

Cottage, 3 rooms on
Princeton street, price,
ROPES! 8.50 per month.

1 Store-room on 9th
street in the Hord
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky. block.
Cottage on South
Campbell st. Price, $15
per month.
Cermre Street,opp. Planters Bank,

Premium List
FOR NEW ERA

For Sale.

Will be Used

In

the

Production

The scenery for the production of Julius Ca•sar by the Booth-Barrett combination, Saturday evening, May 12th,
during the May Dramatic Festival, will
be the most costly and elaborate ever
seen i,i this country, coating over $11,000, and being only seen in three cities
of the I7Iiited States, namely ; New
York, San Francisco (from which place
it was shipped direct) and Louisville.
The forum scene a hich stands for
the first and fourth acts, gives a view of
the forum looking up towards the Tabularium and including the Basilica Julia and the temples of Dioscuri, Concordia, Vespaeiana amid Juno Moneta. This
scene also displays the colossal statutes
of Dousitian, Augustus, and many
other@ of lesser importance, the whole
producing an effect of unaseive dignity
end grandeur. In the capitol in act
third I. found a realization of Gerome's
great painting,"The Death of C'a'esar,"
It is very masslve and 'revere, constructin a semi-circle, while the entire straw
gives the effect of an amphitheater, the
senators being elevated upon circular
platforms. In the garden scene in the
eecond act there is a weird night effect
showing tlie terrace and distatit foliage.
In this act there is alma a Roman interior in Caesar's palace. In fifth act
shows the exterior atid interior of
Brutus' terit at Sardis. Act sixth is the
battlefield in the plains of Philippi.
The sale of season tickets, only continue!, until April 24th, when Hie Sale 01
Seats for single performances tegine,
and it would be advieeble lor those anticipating attetaling the testi cal not
to delay securing thetr seats. Those
wishing to secure *eager) tickets (prier
$6) can do so now by writing to Mr.
James B. Camp, Business Manager, P.
O. 63, Louisville, Ky. On and after
May 24th, those wishing seats for single

obtain them
A frame cottage on also, by writing to the same
Elm St., with 4 rooms. Nearly 1,000 good seat* are yetaddress
tin sold
Large lot. Rented for tor tile four performance..
this year at $10 per
ALUX BAKINIJI POWDERS.
month.
At A Bargain:
I List of Those Mut Prensineuti)
performances (price $2) curl

Drawing
TO TAKE PLACE

CLUB.

Brother Gardner Glees Utter:tore to •
Few Philosophical Observations.

ar' sartin rings 1 want to eaushun you about," 'sail Brother Gardner as the merlin opened. "an' I
shall take advantage of de present rayakehtin to do so.
'Dian' Ilse out no Presitlenslitil candydate fur 1888 befo' tie convenslinns
meet. Di amount of wind an' money
spent in namite canolydates who nebber git dar' would keep all de windmills in de kentry in lierpetual moehun
an' pay de interest on dm publick
debt.
"When a man ad-vises you to be a
De
philosopher keep your eye on
(liances nr' dat lie am A kicker front
way back. He'll eat buckwheat all
winter, COMO out wik ease of da itch
in April. an'. den almse de Lawd all
summer fur hevin' afil ettel him an' let
somebody else go.
"If any of you know who am gwine
to be de flex' Gub'nor of Michigan,
doan' say a word. Nobody will believe
you if you give de feckt away, an' by
keepin' silence somebody may suspect
dat you know stinthin' an' gin you
credit fur it.
"When a man comes to you as an advocate of free trade or purteckshun,
doan' gulp down his theory as you
would a hunk of corned beef. Watch
de advocate a few days. Mebbe his
wife ar' is'arftit, hie rent two months
behind, nn' his grocer an' butcher
tryin' to find his trail.
"When you h'ar a pusson tryin' to
convince his fellow mortals dat dirt
world waen't created ineitie of a
thousand y'ars-dat de flood was only
a thirty-foot rise in de Ohio riber-dat
Adam an' Eve nebber exieted, you git
outer dat crowd all' skip fur home.
If he borrys any money of you he'll
nebber pay it back, an' if you accommodate him witi a chair of 'haccy he'll
take the hull plug.
"In case any of you git on to de fack
dat die world am gwine to eand up at a
sartin slate tioan say any thin' to de
rest of tie. We can't stop de affair
from condn' off, and it would only
make us feel bad to know it.
"Dar' far' men who humbly bow de
head an' say it is de lAawore will when
any thing happens. I.00k out fur 'em!
Dey will borry yet- mule an' drive him
ter death an' call it tie Lawd's will to
git shet of a lass-suit. Dar's a heap of
people in die ktoitry- de Lewd nebber
heard of, an' dig chap belongs to dat
class.
"When you hey a theory, be sure
dat your rent am paid an' dat your
fam'y kin sot out sunthin' besides cold
'taters when company drops in. If
you hey a doctrine. (loan' be seen
buyin' bedbug poison in de daytime,
an' done' git widin a dozen rods of
anybody's henroost at night. If you
hey an opinion, keep it in a bar'l of
water about a week befo' you try to
fo'ce it off upon de ;elect-al public."Detroit Free Preis.
HEAVEN'S

FIRST LAW.

Why Order Can Truthfully Be Called
the Key to Unlimited Happiness.

One of the most important lessons of
life, and yet so universally overlooked,
is order. Through every natural kingdom nothing but order prevails. A
definite arrangement of the elements
in every material form is sure to be
found: the law of crystallization of the
rocks is distinctive in every variety;
the varied structure of the organic
kingdoms all display a harmony of
arrangement attractive to every student of nature.
Above all these. the crowning work
of the Divine mind, sits man, in whom
Is United these kingdoms, an epitome
of the universe-the only creature of
God's handiwork possessing the independence of free will, the reason dominating the instinct. Yet, strange as it
seems, man continually forgets the
significance of this all-pervading
order; and it does not cease with tip
universe of worlds, the realm of
physics, but, more refined in its uset
and benefits to humanity, exists In the
laws of mental and moral philosophy.
In degree as man comprehentie and
makes practical this face is he made
better. Order is the key to unlimited
happiness; it is the law of moral
gravitation; the fulfi !merle of which
gives to us the full stature of a perfect
manhood and womanhood.
When called to treat tlie sick, fur
measure of hops for restoring the patient depends upon the character of
patient. Self-possess" fl,
even
the
with the children, the result of ortierly
habits and good training, often determines the question of -recovery. The
agitation produced in the minds of ungovernable children by the necessary
treatment of the physician, with the
frequently
care,
most
gentle
causes a fatal termina 1111, Too
often the physician's judicionis suggestions for the restoration of his patient
are ignored. because the subject has
not been taught to yield to nioral restraint; every effort to control the case
but increases the aberration, until the
friends are compelled, helplessly. to
watch the drifting down to death.
Thousands of precious lives are thus
sacrificed annually., not only in the
case of children, but as often with
adults.
Truly. "Order is Heaven's first law."
It begins with the planting of the seed
and must continue throng!' every stage
of growth, niorally and physically, to
insure the fullest fruition.
"As the i wig is bent the tree is inclined." Good habits, self-possession
and forgetfulness of seit-lheee will
banish the necessity of pin eieians.Christian al Work.

Sold.
We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
The following are the names of sone
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
of tbe baking powders publielted by the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell at a bargain. The purchaser to re- public authorities as beteg made from
alum:
move both buildings at once.
Davis,
Kenton,
One fine two-horse spring wagon,
A. & P.
Tenn ufactu red sail guaranteed d rst Fire and Tornado Insurance written in Silver Star,
Forest City,
Henkle,
class by C. W. Ducker, Hoptiosville,
first-clue
Companies,
and
prompt
atSO
.
Ky , value
One Spoon,
Ne Plus Ulna,
One "White" Sewing Machine, finest$1"
tendon in cue of 1088.
Patapeeo,
Enterprise,
mate, four drawers, all attachments,
Empire,
Can't be Beats
sold sad warranted by C. E. Wast,HopNegotiating Loans a specialty with Gold,
Eureka,
50 09
kiasville, Ky., value
t16.
Veteran.
I nternational
An elegant set of furniture, bedstead,
so 00
bureau and wash-stand, value
Cook's Favorite,
Puritan,
A handsome stem-wtading sold watch,
We rent houses and collect rents, and Sun Flower,
Albany Favorite,
5C 00
for lady, value
Golden Sheaf,
pay taxes for non-residents. Come to Jersey,
-sale Spring-Tooth Sulky Harrow
A'
Burriett'a Perfect,
and Cultivator," lb* best combined imsee us if you want anything in our line. Buckeye,
Peerless,
Ci 00
Suite,
plement in use. value
Crown,
33 00
Silver King,
A fine breech-loader shot-gun, value
Wheeler'a,
A first-class, standard silver watch,
Weleome,
stem.wind, for gentleman, sold and warCarleton,
Old Colony,
ranted by L. tianokat„ Clarksville,
Gem,
Crystal,
Tenn., value
.......
25 00
Scioto
Centetnial,
A good family cooking stove, with full
Zipp'e Grape Crystal.Geru,
20 00
set of •easele, coal or wood, value....
Geo. Washinguet, Windsor,
One Lovell Washing Machine, with
Main street. Poet-office building.
bench and wringer, vaine
12 30
Fleur de Li.,
Sovereign,
Ose lament Stearn Washing Machine,
Feather Weight,
Daisy,
10 00
value.
There are doubtless many other breeds
Premiums to bit added
891 60
of alum baking powder beside those se
Total
. IMMO 00
tar examined and named by the authorEvery subscriber to the Wizii.T New En•
for one year, at $1.00, gets one ticket. Subities.
Moot of the baking powders *retscribers to the Tai-Witz iv, at $3.00 a year,
ie bulk, by weight, and all gild with a
get two tickets, or for six months, $1.00, one
ticket
Alt Paper* Stopped WAen Stawription
gift or present, are said to be of this de
Expert&
Call on or address
PHYSICIANS.
New Ea• Co.
ecription.
Hopkins,mile. Ky.
l'rof. Wiley, chemist in chief of the
Department of agriculture at WashingII H FAIRLEIOR
111011 W B1.111tIT
11.1111DINCI
ton, D C., ley.: "The use of alum in
-41
Cor Clay and 7th
Artesian Wells in the Desert.
baking powders in large quantity,
in place of other acid salts, should be
Respecting the plan of Colonel
prohibited by law."
Lantias for fertilizing the African
Harper's Magazine for May is aloothei Desert by means of wells, Sir R. Lambert Piayfair, in the course of a C insu311Ith Tear Spring Term Bo
proof of the ol-termieration of it, wonder
lar tour in Tuns, has visited the
tors that in all respects it shall lead tie ground
where the first well was sunk,
other monthlies. One alter one, the and ropers meet favorably as to
the
ggiro tare comer lith and Main
name. of the principst magazine writers success of the projee. A space of 73.5
CORPS OF PROFESSORS
of to-day greet the eye as the pages arm acres has been cleared and eown with
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
slowly turned over, and their literars cereals and Ineerne, a vegetable garDEPARTMENTS.
efforts are supplemented by die best ar- den been made, anti aimursery of young
1. La nne•OR ti—English, Latin, Greek,
tistic work of artist and engraver. Neith- trees plantel. Two o her wells ere
French,and German
I. Sciancs--Mental, Moral. &nil Phymical.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY. er in variety or excellence will this being sunk. ohich ost completion will
I. ElIGINZERINU —Applied Mathematics.
4. Comsteace----Commercial Law, Commernumber be easily surpassed. The front- irrigate 7.500 acres of land. The B
cial Arithmetic. and Book •keeping.
Will practice as heretofore in the Courts of
of Tunis has conceded tei the compeny
2. Note•L
(D•ingDeirl, especially, the Cromonwealth, except the Common Fleas ispiece is kportrait of Kitiglake, the his25,000 acres of land. as hit-la they can sefor the instruction of theme whosspect to teach) Court for c bristan county
torian,
anti
is
of
eapevial
intereet
now
—Theory and eractice of Teaching, Normal
lect themselves from district+ ivhich
Method*, Graded Schools, Schcol Government,
that hie work of thirty years,"'floe I nare at present of 11,1
Sehrose4 Amusements, Teacher's Institutes. etc.
rhreno6. Pia.....ORT •POD PRIX•RY TR•IN No— JNO. Fili•Nn. H. J. STITZP, .1,10. FELAND,.15. realm' of the Crimea," has just been logical Journa,
.
Reading, Spelling, Writing, Geography, Arith.1•1 111 AP.
finished.
metic,ete.
7. Music and ART.
-A reeident at Open Point, Me.,
e
M. Two Li
SOCIETIES—Essay Read"Please materialize the *Mule of a reports a great fight between twc
ing, Declamation, Recitation and Debating.
9. Daily Reading and Writing exerciwa for
Hopkinsville policeman," said the blonde monster /wale, vshich he thus describes:
pupils in All Departnsents
young man with gole tilling in his teeth "I think they would each weigh on
Is Woltz the College challenge. comparison
with any 'other first-claw college or school
HOPHINSVILLE,
who sat lii tl e front row of spectators at thousand poem's; they tore at one anMonthly Reports sent to parenteano guardians
Both sexes admitted to the Study Hall and
a spiritualistic seamiest nd toyed care- other fearfully ; laelicti the water into
Recitation Rooms. Young ladles board with
foam and leaped lo lolly into the kir.
DESTINY'S.
lessly with a gold-beaded cane. The
the President in college budding. Young genIt was the battle of giants. fearful tc
tlemen in private female*. Pupil,' entering
medium. turned down the lights and
school on the lit of January 110.18, and remainbehold, and I it not wonder that the
ing until the close of the session in June will
retired to her cabinet. Presently the ancients created IS mythology out of
receive one month's tuition free. Tanen Mooaudience heard a sound .of shuttling; such marine tussles Filially, after a
. For further particulars. catalogues.
JAMBS H. WHINEY,
Etc. address
then all was silent and the inediutu came desperate enconinter of five minutes,
eresIdlesit.
Kentucky. forth. "I give it up," she said; "the both the combatants disappeared LieProf. 111. L. Lirscooss, v.P., Hopkinsville,
job is beyond me."
(teeth the waves."
°sea over N. Frankel•Sons'.
A..1. DAIIINEY Com'irt Cadets.

Siclay, Oct. Ith,

Canis& Co.
ROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Sod Entuky Collogo,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

Tuesday, January, 24, 888,
A FULL

Dra.Fairleiali &Blakey,

Pityidas ati trgeou.
JOHN W. McPHERSON
Attorney at Law,

'is '

of

Julius Caesar.

LIMEKILN

Feland,Stites & Feland,

Attorneys-:-at-:-Law

A.P.CAMPBELL,
—DENTIST,

HOW DO WE OM OUR GRAVES?
We must eat or we cannot live.
This we ad know. Bilt do we all
know that we die by eatitig•
It is
eatol we dig our gravcs with our
teeth. How foolish this sounds.
Yet it IfS fearfully true. We arc terrified at the appi otielt of the cholera
and yebow fever, yet there is a disease constantly at our doors and in
our litaimea far inure dar,:erous and
destructive. Most peoi •t1' have in
their own stomachs a I.‘:son, more
slow, but, quite as fatal as t tie germs
those maladieis which sweep men
:nto eternity by thousands without
warning in the times of great epilemies. But it is a niercy that., if
we are watchful, we eau tell when
we are threatened. The followieg
are among the symptoms, yet they
do not always neeessaiily appear in
the same older. nor are they always
tho same in different cruses.
There
is a dull anti sleepy feeling; a bad
taste in the mouth, especiaily in the
uorning; the appetite is changeable. sometimes poor and again it
seems as though the patient could
sot eat euough, and occasionally no
appetite at all; dullness., anti slugzishnesta of the mind; no ambition
0 study or work; more or less headand liesvinestia in the head;
liazineest on riginss• to the feet or
nosing • litiolenly ; furred and coatid tongne ; is sense of a load on the
•tomach that 'nothing removes; hot
.nd dry skin at times; veilow tinge.
n the eyes; acitioty istid Lir:II-colored
trine; sour taste in the mouth, fres
tuently atteuthed by palpitation of
he heart; impaired vision, 'with
pots that seem to be swimming in
he air before the eyes; a cough,
vith a greenieliseolt treat expect°.
stion ; poor nights' rest; a sticky
;lime about the teeth anal gums;
lands and feet cold ard clammy;
rritable temper and bowels bound
ip and costive. This disease has
Juzzled the physicians and still puzdes them. It is tile cotentoneet of
silnielite and yet the moist complicated slid nis-sterions. Sometimes
it is tieated as consumption. someimes as liver complaint, and then
again as malaria and even heart (list'ass. But its real nature is that of
.onst ,st it tri and dyspepsia. It arises
n the Calk.,
:estive organs and soon
Ifects all the others through the
•orripted and poisoned blood.
)ften the whole body--including
he nervous system---is literally
'tarred. even when there is no
emar.stion to tell the sad story.
Experience bas shown Hutt there is
ant one remedy that can certainly
7ure this disease in all its stages,
lamely, Winker Estraet of Roots or
1lothey Seigel's Cure ti ve Sy-rup. It
i(Yer fails but, net erthe sf0... no time
ahou:d be lost in trvina: other soNailed remedies. for tliey will do no
good. Get this greet vegetable
preparation. (diseovered by a venerable florae whost name is a household word in Geriliany) and be sure
to get the genuiLe •uticle.
°ryas tri DV SEVEN DOCTOR&
Shaker f'traact of Roots or Seigel's Syrup has raised me to good
health after
.1. e;sum.!Ad given
me up to dn. with nonsuaiption.—
So writes R. F. Gruen, Kirkmanvine, Todd Co., Ky.
HZ REAM) OF IT JUST IN THFIL

had been about giseti up to
die with dyspepsia when I that saw
the advertiaement of Shaker Extract
of Roots or Seigel's Syrup. After
able to ati tsti:::ss
I Inv swell as ever.
urylt:i
tuesn
indgto
foin
I know of as veral cartes of chills and
fever that have been cured by it."
So writes Mr. Thos. Pullum,otTaylor, Genera Co., Ala.
"I

WORTH TEN DOLIArfl A BC TTLL
Mr. Thomas

P. Evans, of the firm

of Evans & Bro., Merchants, Horntown, Accomack Co., Ya., writes

that he had been si it with digestive
lisorders for many years and had
,rued mane. physicians and mediince witholit benefit. Re began to
ice Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei;ers Syrup about the let of Jan.
.887,
1
and leas so much better in
three weeks that he considered himself practically a well man. He
adds: "I have at this time one bottle on hand, and if I could not get
any more I lemdci Viet ta..1 4 a ten
dollar billfar it."
All druggiete. or Address A. J.
White, Limited. 54 Werrose Sts N. Y.
41r

PARISIAN

DOLLS.

An Industry in Which the French Are Receded by No Other Nation.

The making of dolls is one of the
principal mu slit
of Paris, the masterpiece of the trade b •ing a marvelous
creature consisting entirely of paper.
with a porcelain head. This belongs
to quite a new race of dolls, which has
driven the old ones out of the Parisian
market. In making them, a tine paper
pulp is used. atei the doll is molded,
bit by bit. Ono workman does nothing but shape the arms, another has
charge of the feet. and so on with the
entire body. Elastic bands are Inserted in the arms and legs, and the
Joints are made to work so perfectly
that a limb will remain in any position
in which it is placed. The porcelain
head is noire difficult to mnke than the
body. After being molded. the heads
are placed in an oven, and baked for
twenty-seven hours. They are then
rubbed with pumice stone, polished,
and painted with the greatest care.
The eye, are made as carefully as are
artificial- human eyes, and the hair is
wool front wild goats in the mountains
of Thibet. To finish one of these
dolls, the labor of thirty different persons is required.
Connected with every large manufactory- are dressmakers. milliners and
shoemakers, who work at their own
homes. One manufacturer displays
over three hundred different costumes
every year. There are toilets for
every conceivable occasion, including
marriages and all the fashions of the
day are scrupulously reproduced.
Costumes of the time of Louis XV. are
considered very desirable, and the picturesque dresses of Switzerland. Italy
anti Spain are often ordered. Gloves,
mu& and jewelry specially for dolls
are made, and their booth are gepuine
works of err.
Attached to every manufactory is a
hospital. where iii ills may have their
fractured limbs mended, or be supplied with new beetle, and fille may
also find plenty of shop's prepared to
furnish I heir bcd-eliands•rs, cradles
Slid china. In short, Parisian art has
every luxurious plaything to offer the
whose, parents have full
children
purses.- Youth' Companion.
•
-It is said that all the elements of
the rattlesnake's poison are to be
found in the common Irish potato.

THE BLACK

DEATH.

amount of the Great Plague in Europe
During the Fourteenth Century.

The great plague, known as the
"Black Death." Was the most deadly
epidemic ever known. It is believed
to have been an aggravated outburst
of the Oriental plague, which from the
earliest records of history has periodically appeared in A4;7I and Northern
TO THE PUBLIC.
Africa.
There lash been a %Agitation
of the plague its E imp in 1312; the
Pastimes
K v., Mar. 12, 18811.
Messrs. Brodbeit & Sterling,
black death, in terrible virulence, apSirs:-The National Garment Cutter
peered it. 1248-9: it also came, in
represented by yourselves is in my estimilder form le 1351-2, and agein in
mation the nearest perfect and moat ea1369. The prevalence and severity of
sily learned than any other system bethe pestilence during this century is
fore the public.
It is certainly the
ascribed to the (boom-bed conditions of
housewife's friend.
My wife learned the system in a few
the elements that pretested it. For a
lemons and has used it twelve months
number of yeere Asia and Europe had
with entire satisfaction. She asked me
suffered ft' 'an mighty earthquakes.
a question about it soon after purchasfurious torn atlosee, violent floods,
ing outfit and on examination I saw the
clouds of locusts darkening the air
simplicity and reliability of the system
and poisoning it with their corruptand with very little study I learned to
ing bodies.
cut sny pattern I wanted. Often when
Whether these natural
my wife was busy I drafted patterns for
di eturbances were the causes of
her with ease amid correctness.
the
plague
is
not
certainly
A few trials gives convincing proof of
known,
but
many
writers
on
the correctness of the system and begets
This powder
the subject regard the connection y. strength andnever vanes. A -marvel of pun- confidence In the
roost timid of their
whoiesomeness Store economas both probable and possible.
The teal than the ordinary kinds,and cannot be soh] ability to cut and fit.
disease was brought front the Orient to in competition with the multitude of ow teat,
volunteered my endorsement of the
Constantinople, and early in 1347 ap- short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold cutter and take pleasure in giving this
peared in Sicily and several coast only lot arum. P.OT•L Baillaa POWDER CO .100 testimonial. It is seldom I give a testimoniel on anything of this character,
T
towns of Italy. After at brief pause. the Wan
but as 1 learned it so rapidly, almost by
pestilence broke out at Avignon in
beat the world for low accident. I am convinced that any one
January, 1348; advanced thence to
can easily learn and successfully use the
Strongly Bound
Southere France, Spain and Northern
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ss?"°-aad system. You are at liberty to use this
you choosse.
Italy.
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ting down its first victims at Dorset, in
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er PINTA $11.15 or
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W haling to
promote the
August, 1:34K
Thence it traveled Fossiteo&laellItakta,
work of your National Garment Cutter,
slowly, reaching L mottle early in the Claehaanal, &Mo.
1 will say that after a thorough investiwinter.
Soon it embraced the entire
gation of the system I am thoroughly
kingdom, penetrating to every rural
convinced
It is an article of great
hamlet, so that England became a mere 4.1111••••••••••••10.4•Wao merit within Itself, and that it is indisFOSS
pest-house. The chief symptoms of the
pensable in the household. I have tadisease are described as -spitting, in WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE ken an agency for the system and will
wait upon the people of Cuky and visome eases actually vomiting, of
MAT S. MAJOR
blood, the breaking out of inflamma- a candidate for Sheriff' of Christian county, at cinity and think they will do well to
take instructions In the use of this valutory boils in parts or over the whole of the August election, Mei, subject to the actioo able system. Wiehlug you success
I am
of the Democratic party
the body, and the appearance of those
truly yours.
dark blotches upon the skin which WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
Mr. Brown fully understands
i lOdsa
B ,t7N
eu
.se
of this system (the National Garment
suggested its most startling name.
D. G. WILEY,
Cutter) and is a gentleman in every
Some of the victims died almost on the
a candidate for Sheriff of Christian county, at sense of the word, and the people ou
first attack, some in twelve hours, the
Augrait election, less, subject to the am-ties whom he may call will please give
him
some in two days. almost all within of the Republican party.
their attention for a few minutes whilst
the first three dive." The utter powertie will try to show them how valuable
lessnese of medical skill before the disthe cutter is. Respectfully,
BRODEILLT & STERLINCli
ease Was owing partly to the physicians' For Judge Cositutou Pleas; Court.
ignorance of its nature. and largely to
E
E. A UTHORIZ ED TO ANNOUNt E
Hoexursviu.s, Marci427, 1888.
the effect of the spirit of terror,
Messrs. Brodbelt & Sterling:
JOHN W. McPHERSON,
SIRS
have taken but few lessons
which
hung like a pall over
men's minds.
After some months •candidate for the once of Judge of the Court at the National Garment Cutter cutting
school, yet thoroughly understand the
had
passed,
the
practice
oh of Common Pleas at the Angina election.
principles of the system. I find the
opening the hard boils was adopted, WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNNoUNCE work easily learned and
correct in rewith very good effect, and many lives
sults. I think the system will be of
JAMES BREATHITT,
were thus saved.
But the havoc
great value to all who will take die trouwrought by the disease in England as•candid -le for Judge of 'he Court of Com- ble tw learn its use. 1 consider a work
mon P.m., sukloct to the action of ih Republi- of this nature
a neccessary part of any
was terrible. It is said that 100,000 can county con,ention.
young lady'sReedsupec
cattlio
un.
liy.
persons died in London, nearly 60.000
in Norwich anti proportionate numbers
Lks• Gantois.m.
in other cities. These figures seem inROCHESTER, IND., June 15th, '87.
credible, but a recent writer, who has Dose not hare to be BOILED ONE HOUR,
Sirs:-We,
undersigned, hereby
spent much time in the investigation of Draw It fifteen minutes andIOU hare a cup take pleasure the
in saying that we have
records, asserts that at least half of the of delicious trograirce. for Sale By
purchased the National Garment Cutter
population, or about 2. 500.0o0souls, of
and after a careful examination we are
convinced that it is far superior to any
England perished in the outbreak. The
other system we have ever known. Beravages of the pestilence over the rest
ing simple, easily learned and correct, it
of the world were no less terrible.
has advantages possessed by no other
Germanyis said to have lost 1,244.434
system, as it cuts all kinds of garments
victims; Italy, over half the populafor men, women and children, including
tion. On a moderate calculation, it
drapery and trimming, with instructions
In making up and no trouble to learn to
may be assumed. that there perished
upse
rese
iti.itel
dS.
'e believe it to be just as rein Europe during the first appearance
of the Black Death, fully 25.000.00(
:Signed. Mrs. P. Waite, Mrs. G. A.
human being. Concerning the Orient
Coffin, Mrs. J.Shoup, Mrs L. M.Spotta,
we have less reliable records, but 13.Mrs. J. Slick, Miss Etta Fetts, Miss Lie000,0 00 are said to have died in China,
mute Graves, Miss Delia Lister, Miss ImTHE CRIAT
and 24.000,000 in the reet of Asia and
mo Pyle, Miss Nora Downer, Miss Kass
adjacent islands. The p !ague also ravMeyers, and many others.
The latest fashionable method of cutaged Northern Africa, but of its course
ting dresses is by the tailoring methods
there little is known. The horrors of
of work and the National Garment Cut0
that dreadful time was increased bs
•
ter is the tailor's rules simplified until
the fearful persecutions visited on th(
any one can readily use theni.-Nationcf.>.
Jews, who were accused of having
al Republican.
caused the pestilence by poisoning tip
II OFICINI5V(LLD, KY., Mar.'88:
Messrs. Brod belt at Sterlicg:
public wells. The people rose to ex•
Sirs:-I wish to say in behalf of your
terminate the haplees race and killed
National Garment Cutter that after takthem by fire and torture wherevez
ing three lessons in your cutting school,
found.
It is impossible for us to con•
I can make a dress to fit perfectly withceive of the ecturd horror of much times. Without Disposal with Sped Ihrivalei out a change. The National Garment
-Chicago later-Occale.
Cutter cannot be praised too highly and
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Tii—E— VANDERBILTS.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
r-isia St Lords, Evans.ilie and lienders.eit
to the

Their Dislike for Wall Street and Speenbailee Enterprises.

SOUTHEAST & SOUTH

The 'Vanderbilt name is no longer
heard in Wall street rat all, or if at all,
only incitientally. It no lon;;ser has
any influence wiits'ever on the general
course of events in that quarter. This
is a marvelous change front the time
when that name had power to move
Wall street from end to end. The
present Vanderbilts have DO taste, to
speak of. for speculation. William K.
showed a good deal at one time, but a
squeezing he got cured him pretty
thoroughly, anti as he now has all the
money hb can spend, thanks to his
father's will, he does not care to bother
about making more, but takes all the
pleasure he can find instead. Come.
hue, the head of the family. is methodical and quiet. Wall street never sees
him. He gives all his time to tip
affairs of the Central railroad, without
reference to the stock market, and ths
religious and philanthropist societie'
with which he is connected.
Frederick is also inclined to business
and quiet ways. and the fourth and
youngest brother. George, is more in.
terested in books than any thing else.
The disappearance of the Vanderbilt
name from Wall street is only part,
however, of the change that has taker
place there. Nearly all the other old
names are gone. too. With the exception of Gould. there is not a single
strong man in the street to-day. Russel Sage, Cyrus W. Field and Deacon
Waite. who rank next after Gould,
would have been mere subalterns ten
or fifteen years ago. The days of big
leaders seem to be passed, and if they
are passel, it nifty be as well. The big
fellows had just as little mercy on this
miscellaneous crowd as the little ones.
The first Vanderbilt lied worth a hundred million& and his son doubled it.
Letter.
A Novelty in Railroads.
-It is a fact not osetierelly known."
remarks. I a railway official at that' Pacific. -that Illinois can boast of
novelty in the shape of a railroad
which has no duplicate in the Utuited
"Wlett's that ?'• asked a
States."
listener. "A road whose stock is held
by the original
incorporators?"
"Nothing of the kind." replied the
first speako•r. 'The novelty is a railroad whose side tracks auk nine or ten
times greater in length than, the main
line." -Where ie such a road?"
"The Peorie anti Pekin Union. It
runs from Peoria to Pekin, a distance
of ten miles. That is die main
line. Being a belt road, caring for the
cars of the several mask rtIllitilig into
Peoria and traneferring the care from
one road to another, it has many
miles of side track-toyer one IllIndred,
I believe. This aecounts for the peculiarity of a road having more miles of
sidetrack than it has in its main line."
-Chicago Journal.

THROUGH COACHES from above titles to
Nashville itort cluittanoogs, malls direct roe
litefloON with
r'sx.1.1rei.art. M'ale.eas
Care
Fir Atlanta,.
It, Illarma, Jarloiceville,
and points lo Florida.
_
r,nne,tton• tie made at Guam and Nina
'is ft all pinto

NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
In Pullman Palace Cars

—

homes cis the
line of this road will
EMIGRANTS "'Mad
receive speci•I low rates.
see Agents of this Company for rail* routes,
Or ,or wale. C. P. ATMORE. 6. P.4 T. A.
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can only be appreciated by giving it a
trial. It is all you claim for it as it is
applicable to cutting all garments worn
by man, woman or child. Wishing yen
success, I am, very respectfully,
MARY E. lissosirry,
Dressmaker.
We wish to say to all

who are inter-

ested in having their garments to fit and

cut in the

latest style that they will do

at the Garment Cutter
headquarters in hiciraniela
N ta,%loc
Ekk,
,o
cpoposi.
te P 0.
well to call

Hoekiksvius, March 26, 1888.
To whom it may concern :

I have had cutting done by the use of
the Natlotial Garment Cutter and can

•

say that I am highly pleased, for it is a
perfect fit. Mint. FANNII C. ForLie.
sesilael7itrth
lw!..
t:
jilata
t°II saber, sit-

Horsixst- mut, KY.,
I have taken lessons in National Garment Cutter cutting school and have
seen work done by the system,and must
say that it could not be improved. I
think the system will fill a long felt
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was thedlgesttle• organs, regulates tie
lowerials, sad aro a ueq mated as am

ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
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from that pelttan. elegantly sugar
Mated. Dose small. Price.. eikets.

Sold Everywhere.
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Female College

fully convinced and prepared to say that

It is simply perfect in every respect,
both in cutting and telling you how"to
make your garments in the latest style
and to those who are not 'profitably Situated, I would advise them to examine
the National Garment Cutter if no more.
As a'perfect fitter it cannot be equaled.
I remain truly and sincerely yours,
L. E. ELKIN.
NEWSTE•D, Ky., Marcia 21, 11388.
Brodbeit & Sterling,
Suss
behalf of the National Garment Cutter I can say that it is simple
and easy to understand, applicable to
all garments worn by man, woman or
child, and well worth 117.50 to any
household. Respectfully,
Mae. N•NNIlt ANDERSON.

K's' , March
Messrs. Brodbelt at Sterling,

22, 1888.
-

have had cutthng done by
the National Gam ent Cutter and obtained a perfect fit, and think it is as
Slits:-!

good or better than any
now in use, and

other

system

conscientiously recom-

mead the Garment Cutter to any lady
who may do her own cutting.
Yours, respectfully,
N•NNI1 GRISSalle.

Hupkinsville, Ky.

For further information and terms to
The Fall Term will open on SI N DAY, AU- agents
you are respectfully Invited to
GUST B. 'ST. An experienced faculty, thorFor call at the National Garment Cutter genough.instruction and terror as heretofore
other inform/Hien call on or ad/rem
eral office in McDaniel block, or address
J. D. HI ST.
I. Brodbelt & Sterling, P. 0. box 81, Hopkinsville, Ky.

CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.

Tip F:nest and Largest Hotel in the City.
-A San Jose (Cal.) bicyclist is haying a machine made in the Eaet with a
Hates 112.80 to 44.00 Per Day.
nine-foot wheel, anal which will rum a
According to Rooms
mile a minute.
Turkish and Russian Baths in Hotel.

41
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p•ag in the city, Tuesday.
of Jas. Haile, of Princeton, Intl. The tete. On holt Friday Lizzie CarM'g'r Millinery Dept.
at $50. •
Mayes lime sad nem. teedware are Tiot• praised
old lady formerly lived in this city and ter, daughter of Mary Leavell, and one
lag friends near St. Elmo.
A vender of tolu caused some excitemany people remember her well. She of the beneticiarlea tinder the will, ad.
Mrs Kate Doemas, of lloph use Ole. is in the ment on the streets Wednesday morning
several descendants here.
has
hue% tile Tribune
e
milted In Mr. Ilenr1 'a cdice that the
by howling out the virtues of his wax.
Mrs. J B. Iteteitiap, et the Limo neishbor- Ile made plenty of noise, if tw didn't
gun set the tall end of will was a forgery anti written by her
son-of-a
Some
heed, was in town Saturday.
sell much wax.
the New Est (Ince afire Wednesday brother, James Torten, slim one of the
Mum Eliza Metiowen. of Louisville, is visiting
dailies
several
to
sent
and it was only after a hard benetleariev, and that the mid will was
reports
afternoon,
The
sin1ibell.
the family of Ir.smi t
Trenof
Sebree,
G.
and desperate struggle with the furious written Ims August after the death of
Muss Vtorne Bibb. Ruesellville. is vial ins at stating that Col. E.
inton, was dead, are not true. Col. Se- flames by our private fire company that Mary Leavell in April. This forged
U. V. Owes's,in this county
the
property
divide
seeks
to
strument
little
Sunday
but
with
spsnt
however,
Tandy
For
Hairy
bree is very iii,
Alez Cox and
they were brought under control.
with friends sear Fairview
prospects of recovery.
a while It looked as If all our kindling among three adult heirs, depriving the
Infant heirs of their part GI the propMew Mollie (Julia, of Morton's trap, % toted
Col. Brown, of thia place, will perhaps wood must go, but by desperate fighting
Mies Riehie Blwles this week
erty.
such
prompt
But
for
the
saved.
oil
was
it
elector
as
no opposition
Mrs. Robert Burke and son, Thompson. have have
50e. in Silver will be given to every
Democratic ticket. We can endorse action the shed and fully a bushel and a
Genuine Latest Styles
retuned from a v.sit to Cadiz.
one who buys of us a $1.00 Gem Shirt
deutterly
been
nave
coal
must
of
position.
half
the
for
heartily
within the next 30 days. These Shirts
Mr. Chas. Radford sad daughter, of Pees- the Col. very
stroyed. The lose has not been estimated in ladies' dress goods, imported and do- are made of New York Mills Muslin,
oroke, were in the city Saturday.
Madisonville Times and News.
arsd
dime
are
cheap
all
of
fabrics
meatie,
extra good itomm and Reinforced Back
insurance.
Walter Radford and J no. Pendleton, of PeetOn Tuesday morning while a heavy as )et; to
'Mown exclusively at Latham'a. No and Front. We will introduce this Shirt
d-oke, were in the city Saturday
was
crusher
rock
the
at
out
water tank
A fine audience greeted Pete Baker old stock brought over and sold as new. In this manner. We also have them in
Oi. I.. W. White, of Hernando, Misr., is •iisPleated Bosom, with same Rebate. All
being moved, it rolled over and caught Monday night in his original and laugh.
Meg Mr and Mrs. C. M. Latham.
Size from 14 title,
man under it. Ile was quite able comedy "Chris and Lena." To
negro
a
&sky.
Winfree,
Ida
Muses Anne and
badly mashed, but will recover.
say that Baker is a great cotnedian is
visited friends in the city this week.
Cor. Ninth and Main Streets.
Mrs. J. II Hall and daughter. Miss Annie. of
The sound of the saw and hammer is expressing it very mildly. He is wonFairview were in the city Saturday.
heard in the lend and new buildings derfully versatile. His songs are new
Our stock of Artists Material is comMiss Mule and Sallie Darnell, of Fairview, are going up all over the city. On al- and original. You cannot look upon him
plete. Tube Paint, Brushes, Crayon
were shopping in the city Saturday.
laugh;
You
must
laughing.
improvewithout
seen
be
may
most every street
Paper, Tracing Paper,
Mrs Lissie Venable has returned from a
you can't help it. The play is interImpresionPa,
etc. BUCKNER LEAVELL,
ments and addition@ to property.
pleasant visit to friends in Cincinnati.
spersed with songs. music and dancing
home
her
to
urned
ret
Mies Rolm* Wheeler has
L•etess will consult their best Intel- and a variety of novel features. The
after• visit to friends and relatives.
eats by calling on Mies Alice Hayes for management has booked this popular
Mesdames R.C. Jamisoa sad F.S. Beaumont,
Don't fail to see Mail. Jacobs for
for millinery. Her new stock embraces comedian for the 21st of January, next
I Pembroke, were in town, Tueelay
elegant black lace hats anil bonnets and
Prices
styles.
very attractive
season.
handsome 'shaded plumes anti tips.
Judge J I. Landes returned Monday night many
guaranteed to suit all purchasers.
They are beauties. Main street next
Irons•professional trip to Louis' tile
The Adelaide Rtudall Opera Compadoor to Plantere Bank.
W Gunn,one of the proprietors of let u
Judge J. I. Landes was called to lien- ny did not receive the patronage here
kaa Springs, was in the city II eitae•day
deraon, Wednesday, by the officers of that it deserved. The troupe is the
Mrs J. W. McClanalise and Mies Blanche
the O. V. road to commit over matters best balanced one that haa appeared In
Thomas, of Elmo, were in the city Monday.
importance. What was done will the city this season, and contained not
of
Mrs Sue Barbridge left Saturday for C incin •
With the pleasing alinotincement that
be made know it in another issue.
nat.. where she will make her future home.
a single weak voice. Mies Randall's
he has just received another large lot of
the
that
say
to
No man has yet dared
Pack toles, one of the newt prosperous farmsinging and acting were exquisite as
handsome Stationery, by far the largest
ers of Smith Christian. was in the city wed ne•- fruit crop has been killed, so the New any one who heard her will adniit, and
and most elegant ever brought to this
ilay.
market..
ERA venture* the assertion that peaches among the support were several excelMr. and Mrs. J. Ellie, of Ntstictile, tweet Sat- and apples can be bought on the streets
really
excellent
two
voices.
Only
lent
urday and Sunday with the faintly of N. It.
next summer at twenty cents per bushel. companies have appeared here this seaShyer.
WILIKLY NEW ERA WOO a year, With son, Rhea's and Handall'e, and the New
Will Gamut and wife spent several days
with friends and relatives in Bowling tireen ticket in the drawing,Tat-Weax Ls' $2.00 Elt• Id Very sorry to say they had to
If you want a first class suit of clothes
last week.
a year with two tickets or WOO tor six. play to comparatively empty houses.
leo to Mad. Jacob.' and see the beauti- 140 to
Mr* S. W. anetein and daughter. of Philwith one ticket. Terms cash in
hat the '"Dtquet"
adelphia Pa, are stalling Minelayee 4 oleman months
At the anniversary celebration of the ful little "Adelaide"
anti her own stylish little hat called
advance, papers stopped when time is
aset Glass
F. in Owensboro on the 26th '"foska." Main street opposite CourtO.
0.
I.
Mrs. earoa Williams and daughter, Mum Cis, out.
Inst. it is expected that a delegation houise.
Ingrain Crockett, the Henderson poet,
Ruesellville. are visiting friends and relatives
the lodges of Hopkineville, Evansfrom
in the city.
is making a reputation as a composer
Gents who are fond of a fine Cigar,
Russellville, Rocktits. tine trimmings and
Rise Flora Trite, of Hopkiasv die, will be here that is quite enviable. The poem "The ville, Henderson,
would do well to try one of our Pap- for good
I
Newburgh, Lewisport and Can- pooee, Fanny Davenport, Patti Rosa, made clothes; he cannot be &turps
port,
on the high to •unt Mrs. Geo. B. Exall.-Park
Defence of the Inca" in the Henderson
anywhere. A choke stock of foreign
all
are
propmed
they
is
Tinie;
It
or
city T mes.
Six
Old
resent.
t
Cuban
be
will
nelton
to
Miss Lizzie McCarty. owe of the most charm- Journal of the I3.h must, id exceptionally to make the celebration a success, and fine. We are daily receiving fresh and domeatic 'whinge and troultering
select from and prices re•sonable. He
ing)(num ladies of Cadiz., was in the city good.
Medicine..
and
Drugs
does strictly first-class tailoring mei the
the lodge and its committee will spare
Wednesday.
BUCKNER LEAVELL.
public will tied it to ihrir Interest to
Light Guards have been neither trouble nor expense to secare
Latham
The
Br. Richard Herndon, who has been the guest
patrohize 111111.
drill
competitive
the
enter
to
solicited
this result.
of Bailey Waller for the past week, left sunder
boys
for Evans•Lle
at Nashville, on May 21st. If the
The Henderson Journal says : The Grand Spring and Summer ()petting toMr. Richard Herndon has returned from • decide to enter the lists, it will take
people are agitated about day, to-morrow and Saturday. Ladies
Hopkinsville
Ten to his sister, Mrs.. Bailey Waller, at Hoe. some hard work on the part of many
all invited.
the 0. V. railway and fear that they
kinseille.-Ivaneville Tribune.
older companies to beat them.
voted
they
nioney
We have placed on our Bargain
that
keep
will have to
Mrs. •sbby went on eaturclay to visit hersoe.
A car Was derailed just above the the road 011 certain condition*. l'he Counter is Idle they last time follow ing
who is at school with Major .1 te Ferrell, at
depot Wednesday morning as it was company certainly has not given up the articles. If you think of buying any
Hopki eav tile -Evansville Tribune.
often,
eel( k amid r
10..)W,4•
Mr. T. If Parksk prominent merchant, of beleg taken from the males. The rails Idea of extending to that place, and Or. 4:01111c
and if you do hot think of buying come
Lyaehrinrg, visited hue daughter Mimi Minnie, were sprung to such an extent that the
expects to anyway and we- will tie glad to show
who is a student at the Soups Kentue% y lobes*, passenger train was compelled to take Kelsey says he certainly
claim that $100,000, and this be can them to you. Note prices:
this week.
40 Styles of Valley Toilet Soaps.
a sidetrack in order to get by.
hardly do without ecmplying with his
Mrs J D. Ruseell, who has been visiting
3 Cakes nice Picnic Soap in box, Sc.
friends in the city for several weeks, retuned
Hopkinsville has orgailized a cotnmer- part of the contract.
4 Large I rises Highly Perfitused its
to her home in Hopkiasville Friday night.- cial club. Its members are young men
box, lit
Temperance
Christian
WOUllifi'd
The
Clarksville Democrat.
tlie Boil Rustles, re'.
who take an active Interest in the growth Union for this district will meet at time
Baby in Cradle,
Frank Buckser,of HoplitlasvIlle, was
will
Fare is Dot Tam Tog, 10e.
here its Wednesday of this week. Frank has of i)te place, and the organisation
I Baptist church at this place Tuesday
That Awful I tad of Mine, 10e.
many gmel friends in (.larks•ille who were doubtless be productive of much good to evening, 17th, at 7:30 o'clock. Mrs.
Grafelfiits, 10e.
glad to see him -Clarkerille C hninie le.
Hopkinsville.-Henderson Journal.
Bell, of Madisonville, will deliver the
50) Yards Spool Thread,
Mr. and Mrs. Ned ampliell. of Hopkinsv tile,
4 Papers Needles, 5...
Mr. B. F. Malone, representing Wm. address of welconte which will be resarreied in the city Sunday and are the guests
Ivory Tooth Picks, 3 blades, Si'.
of Mr and Mrs. Thos Lambert. They will Bronaugh tit Son, Pembroke, was in ponded to by Miss Nora stark, of HopBraes Match Safe's, Sc.
probably reside permanently in Die city.- town yesterday introdieing his new kineville. The meeting will be in sesShears, s inches long, Sc.
Henderson Joel nal.
Ropzell,
Mrs.
night.
Wednesday
plug chewing tobacco "Hopkineville sion
Steel Sheen' .3 irwhes lenig, 10c.
Mr. .1 F. Brown, of Hopkinsville, rates Choice.'' It is far superior to "Green- the public lecturer, will be present.
Heinle 11110tf: Vfallira for wall, Sc.
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Col.
brother,
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a
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Glees Semite, all cedar., Si.
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his wife who will remain here for several 'tats
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-11•111sonville Theme.
doubt be one
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Mellor east Miss Nee* Balboa. Wailane Mavis. spent several day. with friends situ rel.
Am.'. a very earrfol review tot the
bolsi, N.,
mati lad Maw Beaus Tammy, *el Field suet Miss Were Iii the city this week, Ile is on "Jematip tlenealogy" hy Henry W.
husks anti Keys.
Kigia. law Waller sad Miss opal Wit. ids way to thvonalturst where Is. pros Jesup, we Viol It to Ise toot of the most
tont, V hem Ilk.
Jail
lie. Iv IC Beattie sail IOW 14111, Pflall at.
pools to locate,
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silver Call Bella, g
WOW Moine at Nut itualbaltaillt.
ripe
euthor It evidently a
silver Hells,
Col, 11. II, Crump and Mel H. W, Walled, Its
Base 11411o,
lteente to have left no
noddy Hoods
Covington lospe)ted the Latham Light *choler anti he
Bete,
at any prices are the dearest In the long Guard. at their armory Friday night. point untouched that would throw
Towels lie, Curlier Istainpsd Towels, Ile,
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Every
embject.
the
upon
light
Ttirklah Bath Towels 5ti, W hits Boil
run. C. M. 1.athans keeps none but the There was a ful: attendance and the
anti Spreads 50c, Baskets, all Styles amid
best goods that can be bought. His boys acquitted themselves In • manner of the family is clearly traced,
lives Priem. See them. Shoe Polish, Curryprices are as low as any buyer can ask. that redacted great credit upon them- many leteresting incidents In the
of Conibs, Waltere. A few niore Parasol.),
Descriptions
given.
of each are
We into. lots of
selves and officers.
5, 10, 15 end 30e.
many homes are to be found in its pages other ankles tin this (minter, which are
Tile fills Well.
D. Galbreath, the popular young jew- as well as the general character and life hard to:describe, besides we have not the
indications grow more favorable eler, will open ep a complete stock of
of the inmates. 'pie work te of especial space.
with every stroke of the ponderous drill. rweiry in the Wilding occupied by Mr. interval to the branches ot this family
and
A Nevi En.k man vieited the gas well 4ryan at au early date. Mr.
residing in Christian anti Todd coun- Cor. Ninth and Main.
again Wednesday morning and WWI eur- Mr. Galbreath will both occupy this ties.
--- prime] at the rapid progress that- had house whioh ia one of the most desireOur line of Toilet Articles is simply
while
Democrat,
Green
Bowling
The
I
been made sinoe Saturday. Thee the ble locations in the city.
superb: Soaps from 150ete. per dozen to
Treasury I iepart ment,
It doesn't propose to take a hand in Sec- 175 cts. per cake-Peares, Imben's Coldrill was scarcely ten feet below the
timec oft om pt roller et Iii Currency,i
Owing to the fact that 1 reebytery will ond district polities can't resist the temp- gate's and other leading factories. Our
Pseeom, M•reli 17,th, 11054)
Asti
W
surface and now the well has reached a
by sat isfar tory e%tiletee presented
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convene In the Cumberland Presbyte- tation to pay McKensie'e congresaional Pert umery is tumult/Li-mei, as we make
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Wont and the air around the scene of
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say, and we are not taking McKen- stylish hats ever shown In Itopkinsville March, 104.
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people from the city visit the scene sonal friends anti admirers.-ClarksNo. WOO.
street opposite court-house.
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THE NEW ERA.

C. M. Latham has a novelty

Vendt gociteingo.

PREFERRED- LOCALS!

A FACT

1bo0eod

FRIDAY.'APRIL 20. 1888.

CHAT': SILK 1.1 SALE,

John Moayon sells better
class of goods for the money
than any house in the city.
Ins stock of

To Subscribers.

1740i:, . , s.

lehe date with your
iliame printed on the
"
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renewed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeeding that date.

are first-class, and
depend on what
John" says. If he
they are good yon
on it.

•

_AT

0 B0014

you may
"Honest
tells you
may bet

Metz 4t Timothy's
THIS WEEK.

1

Very handsome Jersey Silks in evening shades, well worth $1.75
per yard, our price this week will be $1.25.
Very handsome Faille Silks,evening shades, at 75c. per yard, would
be cheap at $1.50 per yd.
600 Yds. Fancy Check Summer Silks at 25c. per yd.
A few Suits left of fancy Foulard Silks, 24 inches wide, at 36c. per
yd., worth 75c.
Remnants of black and colored Gros Grain Silks, 2 to 12 yds. long,
will be sold

25p er Cent. Less than Eastern Cost.

Lace Curtain Week!
Bassett & Co!

A grand array of wonderful bargains.

ha tssg umsuuus,elsls.sl

'oily

MI LLINERY.

A few more of those $16.00 Combination Suits left. Remember our
price while they last, $9.50. Everything complete.
A full line of Moire Silks, all colors, from 85c. to $2.60 per yd.

Special Sale of Hamburg Edgings !
this week. Hamburg worth 15,18 and 900. will be sold at 10o. per yd.

HANDSOME LINE BLACK CHANTILLY LACE FLOUNCINGS.
I
M
4=4
MK. 1:4 C3IWe have a very handsome line of Embroidered Back Gloves. Prices
from 75c. to $2.00.
Foster's 5-hook Lace Embroidered Back Kid Gloves at $1.00 a pair,
every pair warranted.

Big Bargains in Lace Curtains and Carpets this week.

METZ & TIMOTHY,

N. B. SITYEIL

ICE

Leaders and Controllers of Low Prices.

in small or large quantities at

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

WILSON'S.
Mi.e•bee,t413.

PREFERRED LOCALS.

Millinery, Millinery, Millinery.

N. B. SHYER.

Wall Paper
And

Window Shades.

STYLE.

Now is the time for
Spring cleaning and
you want to fix up your
Call at C. A.
home.
n's
and see the Buckner Leavell to the Front
Thompso
largest and finest stock
of Wall Paper and Window Shades in the city.
All the new styles,
pretty and cheap, at

Thompon's Hardware Stare.

I have just opened up a Millinery Parlor next
door to my Dry Goods House, under the management of Mrs. Carrie Hart and Mrs. Lizzie Dick,,
where they will be pleased to see their acquaintances and friends.

IKE LIPSTINE5
NINTH STREET.

Merchant Tailoring.

MILLINERY.

GORMAN'S

MAD.D. JACOBS'

r. T. GORMAN,

"THE TAILOR,"

No. 11 Seventh Street.

Hay, corn,Oats, Bran,
Feed Meal and Chirien-Feed,

:tap': rancy

aie.

-•••

SPRING. 1888
A. C. SHYER CO.,

1888.

MA

THE POPULAR CLOTHIERS,

Seed Sweet and Irish
Potatoes, Lime 76c. per
bbl.
We have our own
wagon and deliver at
all hours. We deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate.

Try

Are Showing Styles that can not and will not be equaled in this city.

30 STYLES OF SPRING OVERCOATS!
Our assortment of Spring Suits and Pants are the pick of the very
the greater portion of the m we control
hest makes, and
the stile for this city.

Beautiful Soft Roll Sack Suits,
Elegant 3and 4Button Cutaway Frocks,
Gaither's
Light and Dark Colored Pants,

Milk Shake, Blue Lick,
Ice Cold Soda, Deep
Rock Water, Belfast
Ginger Ale at

The

N. B.Shyer

4ryan

11111

The First National Bank.

Stylish stripes and checks, stylish in cut. They are beauties. All
these goods are perfect fitting, "par excellence of the tailor's
art." No such line ofgarments were ever shown in this city.
We will be pleased to show these goods whether you are ready to buy or not.

A.

ARTISTIC MILLINERY.

C1

SHYER & CO

II)

Successors to John T. Wright.

GLASS CORNER.

GLASS CORNER.

BOY'S SUITS in all the popular fabrics, in Sacks and 3 and 4 Button Frocks.
eet
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THACKERAY'S DRAW

STORIES OF PARROTS.
•monsiag Stories of a Number of liatel/t•
gent wed Talkative Birds.

Brehm. the author ,of a ',kronen
work railed "The Histery of &Ilima's." affirms that parrots of the
more intelligent Indian and African
varieties hese net only been taught
hich thcy r,l,cat by
many tivhra.ses
rote, but that they have emus. to itil.
deretand the meaning.1 what they say,
and use wools ionleeeteloseth in their
tete% the o ose ef an
proper eeneee..
Iio loaraed a
E.A.4 Indices pat oiL
largo numb es of Devil werds in hinative (ornery. Breieeei to Eecope.
he learneol a 111111 1 1 •i• ,,t U .r 'tatand
asked
ireneh were- in
e fer plarthings,
for water, fey
and for 3 chance to gvt out ,,f his
cage. which Wa• reg'111311%. illuweil'
him. H • did Dot ,11.yri. ii., he le
%%hit he e :tooted, iii
man word-, f
speaking- to Ger nans, het -.onetime:
substitutee the Dwell words, in theio
proper 4011-s.. N .1,11,h.. a geed mani
jabberingof his testis, `W. 1.4•1111•••
were pot doe II :I.: • •Ih1t t.11" by his
German III:''.er-.
Sealiger tells of 3 !MT..: x% hick imitated the calls nee! in the dances of
the Stty..yruals, end ropeate I pert', of
their settee :11111 Jecqiies Mentor. a
French writer, tills oof an African parrot who dative! a. he had seen the
people do, repeatillg ass he did so the
'A little
words oif their
A little jump! Ion!
Menault, another Frenchman of
cum tells of a famene parrot. for
which Cardinal Beeea paid a hundred
gold crowns beceuee he recited Without a blunder the Apostle's Creed. and
;emitted the maqivilkat correctly.
The story is rye oteled in English anecdotal collections. if not in grave histories, that a parroot belonging to
Henry VIII. once fell in the Theme.,
and sum(((((111.41 passer-by t,, he rescue by calling out -Help! Help!"
The Indian parrot if whom the account is given by Ilrelen, was deprived of its mime--; by ileath. It refused to eat. and called out repeatedly:
-Where is madam? Where is mail.
am"' One of the friend' of the family, an elderly Major, owe patronized
the parrot by saying to him: "Jump
on your perch. Jacke. there's a good
bird; jump on tour perch!" Jacket
looked as hint an instant. contemptuously. and then estelaimed. -Jump on
the perch. Major. jump on the perch!"
The French it.aveler. 1.14 Berne a
very serious end careful Milan tells a
singular story of ass AMMO parrot
called Chrysostom by the sailors on
board a vessel whit+ beought La Barre
front Senegal to France. Chrysostom
had belonged to the ishaplein of the
ship, who had taught hint a prayer or
two, and a portion of the liturgy. On
the voyage the chaplain died, and the
bird continued to repeat the prayer
that had been taught him. The sailors bestowed upon the parrot the
'tense of -the chaplain," and knelt
about his cage in a reverent manner
when the bird repeated his prayer.
'There is another, and an unpleasant
side to this picture. however. in the
fact that -the chaplain" learned some
of the sailors' oaths, and added them
to his liturgy. He slid learned to call
himself by the W.at -the chaplain."
and made such eisessehes al this: "Had
your breakfast. Mr. Chaplain? OIL
Yee; oh. yes. Mr. Chaplain wants a
cracker. Yes, yes-for the cheplain.
Amen!'-- YOKO.'s
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Dora,July 11, SU.
Died December fa, net

The view of Tangier from the sea is
very picturesque, the houses rising
one above another, somewhat as at
the parallel
But
Kong.
Hong
elwes as soon as you put your foot
on shore, for here is nothing of the
order and eleanlinese of an English
port. Indeed, if one wished to keep
in mind a pleasant picture of Tangier
he would not land at all. but content
himself with the view front the ship's
deck. IL ott the other hand, he yields
to his curiosity, he will find himself. as
soon as he touches the shore, plunged
Into all the filth of an Eastern town.
The narrow streets, lit which men and
donkeys and camels jsetle emelt other,
are full of every kind of abomination.
To) drel any thing attractive one
must go out of thy teen to) the environs, where the foreign Consul*
reside. The instanter has much natal%
al beauty. The soli Is fertile, yielding abundantly, and furnishes almost
the entire supply for tioo. market of
Gibraltar. Mnreeese of while% Tangier
Is the pore I. a large country, with
resources which would make It rich if
it were tinder the protection and en•
eouragernent of a goosl government.
But its -government" is suds as exSea in the heart of Afriset. All power
is vested in a Sultan, who lives at
Fez, some days in the interior, and
whose sole i lea of the dignity of the
position is that it gives hint unlimiteol
opportunity of squeezing his unfortunate subjects. It is said that he has
no scruple in despoiling ant- one of his
goods. or even taking his life, if he
should become rich enough to be worth
er
the
killing.
robbing
No
man can acquire property
except at hie peril.
If he is se
inconsiderate as to le ant menet-. he is
presently inv,ted to Fez to receive
ecene mark of royal favor, and on the
way. going or e testing. "purely by
accident." he fall's among thieves, and
does not rettiroo to the hoeoni of his
family (or his harem), nhile his wealth
1% seized as the penalty for some
imagined o•rhur.
Among the sights of Tangier is the
prison. where one may leek through a
barred window and •-ee a number of
wretched creatures, yoneig and old.
the innocent and the guilty, all herded
together in uric disglisting abode of
misery, the greater part probably untried, but none the less ol000neol to stiffer till they or their friends can buy a
release- The stories which one hears
are enough to make his bleed boil with
indignation. -le it net a horrible
outrage.'" still 3 high oflieer at
Gtbraltar. -that such barbarism can
s.liet in this nineteenth century, and
right here in the eieitt et Europe?"Chicago Times.
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Brace p.
You are feeling depressed, your appetite is poor, you are bothered with
Headache, you are rldgetty, nervous,
and generally out of bores, and want to
Brace up, but not with
Grace tip.
stimulants, spring medicineti, or bitters,
which have for their basis very cheap,
bad whisky, and which stimulate you
or an hour, and then leave you In
worse condition than before. What you
want is an alterative that will purify
your blood, start healthy action of Liver
and Kidneys, restore your vitality, and
give renewed health and strength.
Such a medicine you will find in Electric Bitters, and only 50 cents a bottle at
Harry B. Garner's City Pharmacy Drug
Store.

•

It appears that the city of Grand
Rapids, Mich., has Indorsed the Cleveland• Dickinson atitr InIstration by electing a Democratic mayor. If Dickinson
can actiomplish an much after being In
the cabinet only a while why may not
his lirlartati loduencr reach out and
make Itself felt lit Stains rr by the first
Tuesday alter the first Monday In No.
vember, Inatit

READ OUR QUOTATIONS.
Clothing and Furnishing Goods Dep't.
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In this department we are showing the leading novelties in genteel mill nobli. "‘\'
:'
,....
:
fethauroro:11„r1
on aecount of Dyspepsia. Acker
eltoliing for young and old, for husiness and street wear, or Fovial and evening wear. alone
Dyspepsia Tables will cure Dyspepsia,
and Constipation, sold on a
Full Dress Suits, 3 and -I-button Cutaways, noliby Sack Suits, an elegant line of Indigestion
positive guarantee at 23 and 50 mats, by
klys' and children's suits at close figures.
B. Garner,.11opkinsville, Ky.
ii

Dry Goods and Notions.
30c per yd
.
.
10 pcs.40-inch Cuban Suitings, Spring Shades,
all
goods,
splendid
Borges,
French
10 pcs. 40-inch All-Wool
35c per yd
.
.
.
.
the popular colors
30c per yd
patterns,
new
(French)
Sattsens
50 pieces Treres Koechlin
imfrom
copied
Satteens,
American
40 pieces best make
12 1-2c per yd
ported goods,fast colors
20c per yd.
colors,
popular
the
Cashmeres,
20 pieces 36-inch English
per yd
2-3c
16
shades
popular
in
Serges,
20 pieces Double Fold English
colors,
all
Cashmere,
Cable
English
10 pieces Double-width
12 1-2c per yd
worth 20c.. our price,
handsome
Snades,
Spring
10 pieces 36-inch Plaid Beige
22 1-2c per yd
goods, plain to match,

Our Stock of Boots and Shoes
Is as complete as can he found in any exclusive shoe house in larger cities and we
have goods which we can recommend to give good wear.
Ule Agenti for

5c per yd
1,000 yards Sheer India Linen, very good,
Sc per yd
patterns,
20 pieces Satin Check Nainsooks, very stylish
20 pieces Satin striped. Nainsooks, very pretty and worth mole money,8 1-3c per yd
8 1-3c per yd
20 pieces very pretty and Sheer India Linen
10e per yd
25 pieces extra quality and Sheer India Linen,
10 pieces lace stripe Nainsooks and India Linen Novelties.
160 pievs Hamburg Embroideries, good work and elegant designs,from 5 to 35c per yd
130 pieces tine Swiss Embroideries, ranging in width from 1 to 12 in..5 to 25e per yd
25 pieces line Swiss Flouncings,sheer with heavy work,45in. wide,45 to $1.35 per yd
Our stock of Smyrna, Valenciennes, Gunny Irish Point is pretty and cheap.
We call special attention to an elegant line of Oriental Laces, all widths,at 10e per yd
25e to $2 each
Infant's Laee Caps :ill sizes.

1
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W.L.DOUGLAS'

Douglas' 2.50 and $3.00 Shoos!ss,p,”
For men, and i.,42 and :F42.50 shoes for boys.
y FroSEI.1 X'
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Om. stock of furnishing goods is the largest in the city and we eanquote you lower
prices in this line than any house in the west. We are exclusive ag.ts for the celebrated

Ont. st ne k

Our stock of
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Dress Trimmings.

CIL IZEINFOI:ct_I.

Coildrg, Cuffs

—
----

T. I. N. C. is not a cure-all, but
quarter of a century of constant We has
demonstrated beyond question that
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure is the
only known infallible cure for all kinds
of neuralgia and for nervous headache.
50 cents per box. Manufactured by
Mangum Root Medicine Co., Nashville,
Tenn. Sold by all druggists.

4

t'it the Largest

An elegant line of worsted and silk braids, bed sets, gilt braids, silk velvets. all
colors, and surah silks for trimming, and sashes in all the new shades; also handker:
chiefs, ruehings, Ribbons and dress buttons to match, all new colors. Agents for the
best kid glove in the world. Every pair warranted.

and smallest in tlie,e goods,
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inferior grades from other houses.
MS

Bear this ininind: To every CASH purchaser of $20.00 at one time we will present
an Elegant Nickel Alarm Clock from this date.
41,

The Old Reliable•.

Frankel LIZ:

sa.• -

We see by at advertisement In the
Century that Dr. Warner Is the inventor
of a new style in corsets. Thls man
Warner Is certainly the must versatile
anti enterprising genius In the laud. He
gets out twelve Harper's Drawers per
annum and now he Invades the domain
of corsets.

are of the best makes
and you can bliy them as
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N complete' in all its line.
'and we call

Hosiery,

1
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e e s Loo y•
elet
\'"\‘`" A ck er's
Soother at heed. It ii the only safe
medicine yet made that will remove all
infantile disordens. It contains no Opines
or iforphint, but gives the child natured
sass from pain. Prize 25 cents. Bold by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.

Emma 3Est1xrci- SEikulirtss
The Best in the World Ask for Them.

Ile per pi
85 pieces of standard Ginghams, in stripes and plaids, latest st vies.
Iiie per pi
25 pieces of French Corded Ginghams,all new patterns
per yd
10c
grounds
25 pieces shifting Penangs, new figures, light
100 pieces of aproncheek Gingham, large and small, in all .eolors, fast, 8 1-3e per yd
A large stock of Cottonades,striped and plaid Cottons. Bed Tiekings at lower prices
than any other house in the ('it).

C. H. Oedamer Is a 'S cry Lucky Ian.
Mr. Ordainer was in his cigar factory,
No. 1532 Main street. 'l'o queetioria
from the News man he said; "Yee, I
drew 25,000 in the Louisiana State Lotcry last Tuesday, and I have been paid
every cent of the motley. I got ticket
60,675, which I sealed up in an envelope and thought no more about it until
I read a list of the lucky numbers in the
Dallas Newe. I then examined my
ticket and found that I was the fortunate man " The lucky man is a young
untnarriel German, and lives with his
mother and iskters, the latter bring Interested with him ito the prize.-Dallas
(Texas News, March Is
The residences of Senator loogalls and
Congressman Phelps having burned
down recently there is ho reason al)),
the following Republican ticket should
not have its supper:ere: For president,
J. J. legalls of Kansas; for elev.-president, W. W. Phelps of New Jersey.
Platform : Be prepared for sox:Meats.

t

Edwin Clapp's Fine Men's Shoes.

Dress Cxinghams and Cotton Goods.

111110-•

--se-....Ledger says:
The Philadelphia
"Twenty marriages were announced in
Saturday's i.edger." That great mortuary sheet is toot exclusively read in
cemeteries, as some had supposed, or It
would not boast of its matrimonial news
in this manlier. Perhaps it is to be published hereafter in the interest of people
now alive.

Nobby stiff hats. All the new shades, browns, tans, and metriaa An elegant line
of nobby soft bats, black and light colors, silk hats and an immense stock of straw
hats,

White Coods and Laces.

A Postponed Conference.
eAtosi hail 1 better speak with your
father to-night, dear?" he asked. as he !
suddenly continued to hold on to her !
with both arm..
-No. Geogr..' ehe answered from
his top met leitton"not to-night. It Is
nearly twelve o'clock, aad papa has
doubtless gone to bed." -Jor. Y &ea.
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A RARE OPPORTUNITY!

Welt-

Th., Cremation Society at Zurich.
Switzerland, one of the best orgaeized
sesoeiations in the world, has itolopted
the &terry system. which Is Ile.eribett
as follows: Like Slenteits, Mr. lettirry
only allows heated air to cominunieate
with Ow body. In both systems the
rorpee burns directly. No flame is to
be seen singeing the body, but it burns
itself by the abundance of hot oxygen
which surround's it. Bourry use. eat.bootie echl gas, prepared in a Yoko i•egenerator. for hosting the cremators-.
During the proweet
erostuatIon he
uses mainly chitnney gas for heating
the air before it touches the eorpsse,
which allows is more economical use
of the heat.
It it of great advantage that the chimney -needs to be
thirty-five feet high from the base of
the cellar, so that it is fully covered up
by the building. The *Ahem fall, without being tootcheol, by an elumet automatically working apparet Ile into the
11111.
The dissolution of the body does not
take place in the dark, unseen and uncontroled. but the it hole action is
open. Bourry and Veniiii place the
crematorium, which has the 'shape of a
sarcophagus, enol which) ram let approached from all eislee, ill the midst
of the hall in wIlio•lo the 4erviee is to
take place. There is 3 little window
on the back of the sarcophagus,
through n hick one can see the process
of cremation, alike* is uompleted within one to one anti one-half hours, without smell or smoke. 'iii • process is
solemn and beautiful, and avoids every
unersthetle
nipulation. - Sanitary
.Voes

The Milwaukee Sentinel and the
Philadelphia Press are about to imbrue
over the presidential candidacy of Walter Q Gresham. The sentinel favors
the abolition of the tariff on everything
but cheese and bottled eoods and the
Pres. urges the abolition of the tariff on
everything except pig-iron and cook
stove.. We don't know how Gresham
stands on thew issues; to be candid, he
seems to put in most of Ids time sitting
on legal Minket. In the federal court.

And it would be foolish to suppose they could now let anyone under-

:2
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Lepni.licar.

\ and reliable Medicines are the best
to depend upon. Acker's Blood El"
ixir has been prescribed for years for all impurities of tbe Blood. In every formof Scrofulous, Pe pLilitle or Mercurial diseases, it is
invaluable. For Rheumatism,has no equal.
II. B. G•enxe, Hopkinaville, Ky

NOTIONS, FURNISHING GOODS, HATS, ETC.,

3EK.30
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-The United States pays every year
for cigars anti cigarettes $186.500,000
and $20.000,000 f r tooluteco smoked in
pipe.. Too Iles it gelds the cost of
chewing toobacese $50,000 ON. bringing
the eteire tooleseco 6111 for toe year up
W $2;s6 .14 ) 10

Dry Goods, Clothing, Boots and Shoes,

.
.116. L.W.Z11.757
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And smiling. and making
A prayer athome for me.
-- St. /,.041$

WM

a

mother, who died not long anti
her son, is buried with him, and her
name-Anne Carmichael Smyth -is.
carved on ill. eame stone and with a
-, tniler epitaph. The It has no othet
tenant-, noel an iron railing, rising a
few incites *here the slab, is thickly
twined with ivy tuiegled eith climbing flowers. Far better. I thought.
this grave in the free air anol sunshine
than a tondo in that gloomy charnelhouse. West onineter Abbey-whose
glories can not compensate for the atmosphere of death and decay en•
shrined there. Some loving hand had
laid a floral offering upon .the marble.
I added mine, and came away. thank •
ful for the oppertunity of paying even
this emallss-t trebute of grateful admiration to the man who has been
called -a cynic'-the cynic mho wrote
this ver.e
Children RCMP, the
sea:
I tarusat. as day was breaking.
My little girls were waking.

ters for GOOD AND CHEAP

REFINED CREMATION.

•

WILLIAM MAKIPIACII

House has been Known in and around Hopkinsville as the headquar-

A GLIMPSE OF TANGIER.

Near aystouit Aatoplawill for a
It ewers galas Cresastarium.

I hats- often wondered whether
Thackerny did not answer "Adsum"
is hen his own stimmonl cams. He
lied very eteldenly early in the morning of December 21. 1863. No one
was u ith tutu. for he had not cone
plained of serious illness on retiring the
night beim... When timid he WAY
lying in bed As if asleep -but the
was the long seep it! death. Hts
grave is in Kensal Green. one tlit
of Londorne
epee at
n &ke
and his last resting place is as vtuiph
311,1 impr,tentiou, Its was his life,
„ The grave is comet-lel in by a low wall
brick. on it Melt is laid a large horizontal slab of white marble, perfectly
plain, a ith this hiscrir ion:

-11171PLANKEILI9SuThe Cild Reliable

A. Ancient North Afriew Tea-Port Devoid of Gratifying Sights.

The

Rostaing
Novellsr•
11••Ceall parable
Place at Kensal Orew.
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A voice from Michigan insists that the
Hon. Don M. Dickinson would not
accept the thief justleeship even though
it were handed to him on a silver salver.
This may be true, but at the same time
e should not care about tempting any
, M iclugatt Democrat with any °dice that
didn't have a string tied to It.
•

1 heir Business Itemising.
Probably no one thing lint caused
stich a general revival of trade at Harry
B. Garner@ City Pharmacy drug store
as their xis h
hog away to their csmers
uto
of so !IWO' free trial bottles of Dr.
King',. New Di...overt. tor Cs.onsuunptem. 'Heir trete is pimply enormous
in this very veltieble article from the
that it at )s cures and never dis[set
apons
,
oints. coughs, Colde, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Croup, and all throat and
1 lung di.eapes quickly cured. Every
bottle warranted. 50c. and WOO per
bottle.
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noNN reaping the harvest- in 1 40w .
Have built their business on performances and not promises, and tlw public are
Priees for Good Goods.

Matthew Arnold, tile distinguished
English poet, is dead.
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